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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Background

A language is what the members of a particular society speak. It can be

defined as a system of human communication. It is a widely used means of

communication through which we can express thoughts, feelings, emotions,

opinions, ideas, desire, wants, necessities, expectations, intentions,

perspectives, experience and so on. It has a unique property, which plays a

vital role to differentiate human beings from other animals. It is the key to

show our personality and the mirror of mind as well because language that a

person uses shows what goes inside his/her mind. Furthermore, language is an

extremely complex and highly versatile code which is used as a means of

human communication.

Language is a voluntary vocal system of human communication, which

consists of a structured arrangement of sounds or their written representations

into longer units. Sapir (1921) defines “Language is a primarily human and

non-instinctive method of communication of ideas, emotions and desires by

means of a system of voluntarily produced symbols,” (as cited in Maharjan,

2000, p. 5). Similarly, Chomsky (1957, p. 3) defines language as “a set (finite

or infinite) of sentences, each finite in length and constructed out of a finite sets

of elements.”  Gimson (1974, P. 3) defines “A language is a system of

conventional signals used for communication by a whole community.” In the

same way, Lyons (1970, P. 3) defines language as “the principal systems of

communication used by particular groups of human beings within particular

society of which they are the members.”

Every language is unique in its nature and complex structure; however, it
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shares some common features with others because every human being

possesses a common heritage of vocal apparatus. It is true that everyone is born

with a capacity to acquire at least one language, and probably more than one.

Therefore, linguistic knowledge in language teaching has great importance. A

language teacher who knows more languages will have better performance on

language teaching in a multilingual speech community like Nepal because

learning a second or foreign language is shaped by facilitation or hinderance by

the mother tongue of the learner.

1.1.1 Linguistic Situation of Nepal

Nepal is a multilingual, multicultural, multiracial, and multireligious country. It

is a country of linguistic diversity. Language diversity is one of the

characteristics of Nepal.Within this diversity, all language groups are living

with their own language identity. More than ninety-two languages are

identified and spoken in a small country Nepal (CBS Report 2002). Most of

these living languages do not have their own written scripts. These languages

are classified in terms of their oral literacy traditon and orthography. The

languages spoken in Nepal are divided into the following four groups.

According to Kansakar (1996) four language families, namely Tibeto –

Burman (about 56 languages), Indo – Aryan (14 languages), Austro –

Asiastic/Mund (one language) and Dravidian (one language) are spoken. The

details can be presented in the following way.

A) Indo-Aryan Group

This group includes the following languages:

Nepali

Hindi

Maithili

Bhojpuri

Awadi

Maji

Kumal

Darai
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English

Marawadi

Tharu

Rajbanshi

Dunuwar

Bangali

B) Tibeto-Burman Group

This group includes following languages:

Limbu

Thakali

Ghale

Chepang

Newar

Kaike

Gurung

Tamang

Bahing

Sangpang

Sunuwar

Hayu

Chamling

C) Dravidian Group

Jhangad is the only one language of the Dravidian family, which is spoken on

the Province of Koshi River in the eastern region of Nepal.

D) Astro-Asiatic Group

Satar is the only one language in this family. It is spoken in Jhapa district of

eastern part of Nepal. This family has two other branches, Mon-khemar and

Munda.

On the basis of the prominent linguistic feature, Tibeto-burman languages

spoken in Nepal are further categorized into the following the two sub-groups:

i) Pronominalized Group: It includes Rai-Limbu languages. These are called

Kirati languages. Because of their complexity in pronominal system, the Kirati

languages are also called complex – pronominalized languages.
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ii) Non-pronominalized Group: It includes Tamang, Gurung, Thakali, etc.

In Nepal most minority language are declining because of the lack of language

loyalty among native speakers. Only a very few languages (e.g. Newari,

Maithili etc) in Nepal enjoy language loyalty. This will lead eventually to

language shift to Nepali. For example, all the languages (eg. Dhimal, Kumal or

Rai Kirati and so on) which are declining is due to the lack of language loyalty

among their speakers. But this is not the only reason. We should also consider

why they are not loyal to their mother tongue. It is because they are forced to

learn Nepali, which is the official language of the country. They have to

compete to survive and if they don not learn Nepali, they will lag behind.

Certainly, there are also other reasons such as migration and intercast marriage,

which play important role in the decline of one's mother tongue.

1.1.2    English and Nepali: A Brief Introduction

English belongs to the group of Indo - European language family. It is the most

prestigious and widely used international language, a language that is spoken

all over the world as a lingua franca. In many countries including Nepal, it is

learned and taught as a second or foreign language. The importance of English

in Nepal is growing rapidly. It has occupied an important place even in the

educational system of Nepal. In the present context of Nepal, English is taught

as a compulsory subject up to bachelor level. Greater emphasis is given to

teaching and learning of the English language. Various efforts have been made

to amend the condition of English in Nepal but due to various factors the

situation of English has not been developed as expected.

Similarly, Nepali belongs to the group of Indo Aryan language family.  It is the

language of the nation in Nepal. It is widely spoken in all parts of the country.

On the basis of CBS (2002), 48.6% Nepalese speak Nepali. It means Nepali is

spoken by about 20 million people in Nepal. It is mother tongue for about 11

million people. It is a dignified language of the nation, which is used in law

court, education, journalism, tourism, government office, commerce, etc. In

present situation of Nepal, it is taught from elementary to higher levels. In
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addition to Nepal, it is spoken in the north east of India, particularly in west

Bangal and Sikkim. Considering this fact, India constitution recognizes Nepali

language as a major language of India. Although Dzongkha is the official

language of the nation, Nepali is widely spoken in Bhutan as well.

1.1.3 Language Functions

According to Sthapit (2000, p. 9),"A thing can be said to have at least three

facets: substance, form and function”. For example, the three facets of a glass

can be described as:

Substance: glass, steel, paper and plastic

Form: cylindrical with one end open

Function: serving liquids

Similarly, a language can be said to have the following three facets:

Substance: sounds/letters/punctuation

Form: patterns of sounds/letters/words

Function: communicating messages.

Language function is defined as the purpose for which a unit of language is

used in the society. It means what we do through the use of language is its

function. We communicate through the use of language. Therefore,

communication is primary function of language. Language functions are often

described as categories of behaviors. Language function describes how a

constituent work establishing relationship with other constituents in a larger

unit as a noun or noun phase in relation to a sentence can work or functions as

subject, object, complement modifier, etc. frequently seen in sociolinguistics.

Richard et al. (1985, pp. 113-4) state, "Functional uses of language cannot be

determined simply by studying the grammatical structure of sentences." It

needs studying in social context. Asher (1994, p. 5125) says, "Language

function is the role played by language in the social situation, how it is used to

express attitudes, communicate feelings, etc." Language serves us to express

our ideas and feelings with other people when we want to use it. To put it in
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Crystal's (1980, p. 146) words, "language function is the role language plays in

the context of society." Thus, language function is the role that language plays

during the interaction or communication among the members of a speech

community. Broadly, language serves two functions:  grammatical function and

communicative function. According to Richards et al. (1999, p. 13)

“Grammatical function is the relationship that a constituent in a sentence has

with other constituents”. By contrast, “Communicative function is the extent to

which a language is used in a community” but the research work is concerned

with the communicative function of language because condolence, sympathy,

and compliments are used to establish social relationship in the society.

Human language has many functions. Among them communication is the chief.

But languages are used for more than communication. People use language in

many ways other than sharing ideas. The way people speak can express

politeness, respect, etc. People also identify themselves as part of social group

by what language they speak. Furthermore, language is used to greet and guide

our thoughts. However, communication is basic to language. If people did not

communicate openly with language then these “secret” languages could not be

learned and they could not be used for anything else.

Speech can be polite, formal, informal, logical, illogical, humorous, pleasant or

irritating. We can use any of these variations to control the type of social

interaction without interlocutor or we can become the subject of such control.

The research work was concerned with comparing different forms of

condolence, sympathy and compliments in English and Nepali.

1.1.4 Introduction to Condolence, Sympathy and Compliments

Several linguists have classified communicative functions into different

categories. Wilkins (1973) has presented eight categories of language

functions: modality, moral discipline and evaluation, suasion, arrangement,

relational inquiry and exposition, personal emotions, emotional relations and

interpersonal relations. Similarly, Finocchiaro (1983) groups communicative
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functions into five broad categories: personal, interpersonal, directive,

referential and imaginative. Likewise, Van Ek (1976) has presented six

categories of language functions. Among them, socializing is one of them.

Condolence, compliments and sympathy come under socializing functions of

language.

Condolence is a strong feeling, which is expressed in a context of someone’s

death, in which offering condolence makes people feel pity towards the

unfortunate ones. In some case, one might offer his/her condolence to the

victim, while others might not. Similarly, condolence is expressed to those who

may be feeling the immediate shock, crisis or life changing event, etc. Various

types of exponents are used to express condolence, for example, I am very

sorry to hear that ………, let me offer my condolence………, I was extremely

sorry to hear that………

Compliments are simple relationship building tools. There are many different

responses to give a compliment. We cannot give a sincere compliment without

feeling of greeting. There are also many hidden benefits to giving compliments.

It's amazing that such a small, simple skill like giving away compliments can

change the way we view ourselves and the world around us. It will strengthen

our relationship and increase our confidence. We will experience joy and

happiness as we learn to give selflessly. Each time we give a compliment, we

focus completely on the other person. We use different forms of language to

express compliments in different languages. E.g. what a nice………, I like

your………., I’d like to compliment you on………

(http://www.google.com.np/search? H1=ne&q=compliments)

According to Hatch (1992, p. 32), "Compliments, as a speech act, are classified

as expressive-expression of like or dislike. The speech event of compliment, on

the other hand, includes not just the speech act utterance but also the entire

compliments interaction." Compliments often occur between the opening and

the first topic of conversation. They occur in pre closings- a last chance to
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comment on something that one has noticed. In the exchange about the scarf,

the compliments are acknowledged with appreciation and agreement. In

acknowledging a compliment, it is possible to deny personal responsibility

without the compliment. They have several functions. They help establish

rapport and smooth transition from greeting to the first topic of conversation. A

second social function of complimenting is to reinforce and encourage good

performance. They should be directly linked to an expression of thank.

According to Tillitt and Bruder (1996, p. 26), "Compliments express approval

and their main purpose is to show that you like some aspect of the other

person's appearance, belongings or work. This reassures the other person that

his or her taste, appreance etc is appreciated by other people."

Sympathy is the feeling of being sorry for somebody, which is necessary to

establish good social relationship. It also can mean being affected by like

feelings or emotions. Thus, the essence of sympathy is that one has a strong

concern for the other person. It is also an agreement in feeling as between

persons. It exists when the feelings or emotions of one person are deeply

understood and even appreciated by another person. In common usage,

sympathy is usually making known one's understanding of another suffering,

but it can also refer to being aware of other emotions also well. In different

languages, different forms are used to express sympathy to show power of

sharing the feelings of another, especially in sorrow or trouble, compassion or

commiseration. Various types of exponents are used to express sympathy e.g.

what a pity …! Better luck next time… Tough break, etc

The selection of appropriate exponents of condolence, compliments and

sympathy largely depends upon the social relationship of the speaker with the

listener and the situation to be encountered. The speaker should choose

appropriate exponents of these language functions. It also depends upon the

personalities involved in speaking and degree of formality to be observed.

According to Holmes (1992, p. 12), the following components influence the

a) Social Factor
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i) The participants: who is speaking and whom are they speaking to?

ii) The setting or social context of the interaction: where are they speaking?

iii) The topic: what is being talked about?

iv) The function: why are they speaking?

b) Social Dimensions

There are four different social dimensions, which relate to the social factors.

i) The solidarity –social distance scale

Intimate…………………….Distance

High solidarity……………..Low solidarity

The scale is useful in emphasizing that how well we know someone is relevant

in linguistic choice.

ii) The status scale

Superior High status

Sub-ordinate Low status

This scale points to the relavant of relative status in some linguistic choices.

iii) The formality scale

Formal High formality

Informal Low formality

This scale is useful in assessing the influences of the social setting or type of

interaction on language choice. In a formal transaction such as one with the

head teacher in his office or at a ritual service in church, the language will be

influenced by the formality of the setting. For a friendly chat, people use

colloquial language. Degree of formality is often largely determined by

solidarity and status relationship but not always. A very formal setting such a

law court will influence language choice regardless of the personal

relationships.
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iv) The Referential and Affective function Scales:

Language can convey objective information of a referential kind and it can also

express how someone is felling. In general, the more referentially oriented an

interaction is, the less it tends to express the feeling of the speaker.

In addressing people, the addressor has to take account of different social

factors and social dimensions.

This research work was concerned with comparing different forms of

condolence, compliments and sympathy in English and Nepali.

1.1.5 Importance of Condolence, Compliments and Sympathy in

Languages

Expressing condolence, compliments and sympathy largely depend on the

religion, culture, social norms, rules, and linguistic convention of that language

community, age, sex, social class etc. The speakers of any language should

express varieties of exponents of condolence, compliments and sympathy to

maintain good social relationship. They reflect the culture of a particular

society. Expressing these language functions also involve the dimension of

formality in formal setting. Highly formal forms of these languages are used, if

two interlocutors are of higher rank, temperate forms are used if the

interlocutors are of equal rank and quite informal forms are used, if the

interlocutors are of lower rank in informal setting.

The researcher selected these language functions in-group, not in isolation

because these are related to each other. Sometimes, the same exponents are

High
Information

Content

Low
Information

Content
Referential

Low
Affective
Content

High
Affective
Content

Affective
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used to express both condolence and sympathy. For example, 'Im sorry'. It is

used in both situations. Similarly, compliments play the most important role in

communication. The speakers of all languages should be able to use language

in grief and as well as in happiness.

1.6 Condolences, Compliment and Sympathy in Nepali

In Nepali, condolence, compliment and sympathy are most important. These

communicative functions are expressed in relation to the degree of formality.

Degree of formality is related to pronominal system in Nepali. The Nepali

pronominal system has first, second and third person pronouns as English does;

but there are multi-levels of the first person singular ‘I’, second person ‘you’

and third person ‘she/he’. These levels are related to a scale of politeness, or of

honorific registers, which indicate the relative status of speaker and hearer.

There are four levels of honorificness: low (L), Middle (M), Honorific (H) and

high honorific (HH). Schmidt (1993, p .15) presents the following scale of

pronouns: the 1st person pronoun is not so important in Nepali from the point of

view of politeness, respect and formality, the 2nd and 3rd person pronouns are

shown in the scales given overely:
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a. Second person pronoun

Least Honorific

Tā ‘You’ - Low/intimate (L), collocates with the verb
forms like garcha (x-cha)

Timi ‘you’ - Middle/familiar (m), collocates with the verb
forms   like garchan (x- chau)

Tapāi ‘you’ - Honorific (H), collocates with (x- nuhunchha)

yahaa ‘you’ but yahaa is more polite

Hajur, sir’you’ - High honorific (HH)

Sarkar ‘your highness’ - Sarkar and mausuph are high honorific (HH)

Mausuph ‘your majesty’ - Collocating with the baksinu class

of verb, however, mausuph is reserved for
king and queen

Most Honorific

b. Third Person Pronoun

Least Honorific

Tu, Tyo, Yo (s/he) - low (l), collocates with x-cha, x-che

Uni, Tini, Yini (s/he) - formal or respectful (M), collocates    with

x- chhan, x-chin

Wahaa (s/he) - Honorific (H), collocates with x-

hunuhuncha

Hajur ‘sir’ ‘you’ - high honorific (HH), hajur.

Sarkar ‘your highness’ - Sarkar and mausuph are high honorific.

Musuph ‘your majesty’ - (HH) collocating with the baksinu class of

Verbs However, ‘mausuph’ is reserved for

king and queen.

Most Honorific
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The above scale shows that, in Nepali, the pronouns are addressed according to

the people of different rank. The scale is convenient method for classifying

gradation in formal, honorific and respectful usage. The second person tā, timi,

tapāi, hajur, sarkar and maushuph indicate the least honorific to the most

honorific, respectively. Likewise the third person pronouns, tu, tyo, yo/uni, tini,

yuni/wahaa/hajur/sarkar/mausuph indicate from least honorific to the most

honorific. tapai, hajur and mausuph are addressed to the honorific and high

honorific tanks. So, these pronouns show the most polite form in

communication.

In the Nepali language, importance of politeness is not given to the first person

prounoun. The prounoun tapai, hajur, sarkar, and mausuph are used to show

high honorificness. So, these pronouns are taken as the politeness and formality

makers in the social conversation. So, the pronouns, which show respect, are

the determiners of politeness.

1.2   Review of Related Literature

Many research works have been carried out on comparing various aspects

between the English and Nepali languages in the Department of English

Education. They are as follows:

Pandey (1997) carried out research entitled "A comparative study of apologies

between English and Nepali languages". In his study, the purpose of study was

to list different forms of apology and to compare apologies between native

English and Nepali speaker. He concluded that the native English speakers

were more apologetic as compared to the Nepali speakers. Similarly,

Chapagain (2002) carried out a research work on "Request forms in the English

and Nepali languages: a comparative study". Her study shows that the native

English speakers are more polite than those of the Nepali speakers. Likewise,

Basnet (2006) carried out a research on "terms of greeting and taking leave

used in English and Nepali". He concluded that the native English speakers use
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the greeting terms ‘good morning/evening’ while they are greeting in a very

formal situation whereas the Nepali speakers use 'namaste' and 'abhibadan', etc.

He also concluded that English people are habituated in saying by first names,

kinship terms, etc. to greet the family members either they are seniors or

juniors, whereas the Nepali speakers use more formal exponents to great their

seniors. In the same way, Subba (2007) has carried out a research work on

"Terms of greeting and taking leave used in the English and Limbu languages:

a comparative study”. In his study, the purpose of the study was to find out the

terms of greeting and taking leave used in the limbu and English language. He

concluded that the native English speakers were more formal while using the

terms of greeting and taking leave in comparison to the native Limbu speakers.

Similarly, Tembe (2007) carried out a research on "A comparative study of

apologies between English and Limbu". In his study, the purpose of study was

to identify the different forms of apologies in English and Limbu. He

concluded that the native English speakers were more apologetic in comparison

to the Limbu speakers.

Not a single research has been carried out on the analysis of condolence,

sympathy and compliments between English and Nepali. Thus, this study is a

new venture in itself.

1.3 Objectives of the Study

The study had the following objectives:

1. To find out terms of condolence, compliments and sympathy in English and

Nepali interms of degree of formality.

2. To compare condolence, compliments and sympathy between the native

English and Nepali speakers interms of degree of formality.

3. To point out some pedagogical implications.
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1.4   Significance of the Study

For effective communication, a speaker should bear in mind the age, sex, social

class of the hearer as well as the relationship with others. The exponents of

condolence, compliments and sympathy are complex and vary from country to

country and using appropriate exponents of these communicative functions in a

particular context is a challenging task and even more complicated for the

members across social groups because they may lead to misunderstanding. So,

these communicative functions have been selected in-group and made

interlinguistic comparison. The difficulty and complication in using these

functions in appropriate social situations made the researcher select this topic.

The selected exponents are representative enough to compare between the two

languages.

Regarding the present topic "Condolence, Compliments and Sympathy in

English and Nepali” there is no any research that has been yet carried out in the

Department of English Education. So, this research will be invaluable for the

department itself. Similarly, this research work has found out and compared the

terms of condolence, sympathy and compliments in English and Nepali. So, it

will be fruitful for those who teach English to the Nepali children and vice

versa sometimes and for syllabus designers, textbook writers, etc. In general,

the research work is expected to be significant to all the English users besides

Nepali.
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CHAPTER TWO

METHODOLOGY

This chapter incorporates the description of the source of data, sample

population and sampling procedure, tool for data collection, process of data

collection and limitations of the study. To accomplish the objectives of the

study, the researcher adopted the following methodology:

2.1   Source of Data

The study used both primary and secondary source of data. However, primary

source was the basic for the research.

2.1.1   Primary Source

The study was based on the primary data i.e. the responses or answers provided

by the native speakers of the English and Nepali languages through the

questionnaires distributed to them.

2.1.2 Secondary Source

The related books, journal, reports, dictionaries, articles and unpublished theses

were the secondary sources of data for the facilitation and systematization of

the study. The main sources of secondary data were Matreyek (1983), Van Ek

(1975), Wilkins (1976), Finocchiaro (1974), and Lyons (1970). The researcher

made heavy use of these secondary sources to analyse and interpret the data.

2.2   The Sample Population and Sampling Procedure

The sample population of the study consisted of altogether 80 native speakers

of the English and Nepali languages. There were 20 native speakers of English

who were available in the British Council and British Embassy and 60 Nepali

speakers were from the Faculty of Education, T.U. Kirtipur. Out of 20 native

English speakers, 6 speakers were male and 14 were female. Similarly, there

were 22 speakers male and 36 female out of 60 Nepali speakers.
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The sample population in terms of the country, native language and sex can be

presented as follows:

Table No. 1:Sample Population

S.N. Country Native
Language

Sex

Total No. Of
InfromantsMale Female

1 England English 6 14 20

2 Nepal Nepali 22 38 60

Total 80

Note: The nationality of all native English speakers was British.

The researcher used judgmental sampling procedure to select the sample

population. Here, the researcher contacted only those populations who he

thought would supply with the required information to achieve the objectives

of the study. The process of sample selection continued until the expected

informants were met to provide the adequate and required information.

2.3    Tools for Data Collection

In order to collect the data for the study, the following tools were utilized:

a) Questionnaires

Questionnaire was used as the main tool to collect data. The researcher

developed two sets of questions to collect data from the sample population. The

questionnaires have been presented in ‘Appendices’. They were designed for

the Nepali speakers and the native English speakers separately.

One set of questionnaire was used for the speakers of Nepali in the Nepali

language. The other one was used for the native English speakers in the English

language. Both sets of questionnaires were equivalent in term of linguistic

weightage, which demanded varieties of exponents of condolence,

compliments and sympathy in various relationships e.g, among friends,
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relatives, neighbours etc.  All the respondents were university graduates or

post-graduate students.

b) Interview

A short interview was organized to examine the validity of the informants’

responses already given in Nepali.

2.4 Process of Data Collection

Having developed two sets of questionnaires relating to the objectives

mentioned above, the researcher distributed two sets of questionnaire: to a

native English speaker and to the three Nepali speakers before collecting final

data. They judged the whole situations according to their own contexts and

responded to the situations. Some items were replaced according to their

suggestion in both languages. On the basis of the pilot study, both sets of

questionnaire were revised for collecting final data. After revising the both sets

of questionnaires according to the suggestion of the native speakers of both

languages, the researcher visited the native English speakers at British

Embassy and British Council at the time of data collection.  He selected 20

British native speakers purposefully. Among English native speakers, some

speakers were male and some were female. In the same way, he visited the

Faculty of Education and selected sixty informants and collected data for the

study. All the raw data as provided by the respondents are given in the

‘Appendics’.

2.5   Limitations of the Study

The Limitations of the research work were as follows:

 The study was confined to 20 native English speakers and 60 native

Nepali speakers only.

 Similarly, the study was further limited to the analysis of the responses

obtained from the respondents only.

 Grammatical mistakes and spellings occurred in the responses were not

taken care of.
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CHAPTER THREE

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

This chapter deals with the analysis and interpretation of data. All the

responses given by the English and Nepali speakers were tabulated on the basis

of highly formal forms, temperate forms and quite informal forms of

condolence, compliments and sympathy. Then, the analysis and interpretation

were carried out as effectively and accurately as possible.

The division is made on the basis of the relationship of the respondents

themselves in their interrelationships and carried out under the following

headings:

3.1 Forms of Condolence Given by Native English and Nepali

Speakers

Condolence is strong feeling, which is expressed in a context of someone’s

death in which offering condolence makes people feel pity towards someone

who is unfortunate. While analyzing the collected data, the researcher found

different types of exponents of condolence of English and Nepali, which can be

presented in the following chart:

Figure No. 1: Total Responses Used by Native English and Nepali Speakers

Figure in Percentage

HFFC: Highly
formal forms of
condolence
TFC:
Temperate
forms of
condolence
QIFC: Quite
informal forms
of condolence
NR: Not
respond
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The above figure shows that the native English speakers have used HFFC in

greater quantity in comparison to native Nepali speakers while expressing

condolence. Out of 200 responses, 49% responses in English and 27% in

Nepali were highly formal forms of condolence. The respondents used polite

terms and found to be highly formal (See appendix I and appendix X). Some

examples from both English and Nepali are as follows:

1. I'd like to express my deepest and heartfelt condolence on …… (3.No.7a)

2. The departed souls will rest in heaven. (S.No. 4c)

3. Sar ! Hajurlai hardik samabedana byakta gardachhu. (S.No. 9'd)

(Sir ! I express heartfelt condolence)

4. Sar ! Hajurko chhoriko ghatanale malai dukhit banayeko chha. (S.No. 9a)

(Sir! Death of your daughter made me sad.)

Similarly, the researcher found 25% and 43% responses under temperate forms

of condolence in the English and Nepali languages, respectively. These

responses are neither highly formal nor quite informal but they are also the

exponents of condolence (See appendix II and appendix XI). Some examples

from both English and Nepali are as follows:

1. I'm sorry. (S.No. 5b)

2. It's too bad. (S.No. 2f)

3. Timro pariwar prati mero samabedana chha. (S.No. 3 j)

(My condolence to your family)

4. Timro kukur marekoma malai dukha lageko chha (S.No. 2c)

(I’m sad because of the death of your dog)

The other responses are categorized under quite informal forms of condolence.

Twenty per cent and 22% responses were of these types in English and Nepali

speakers, respectively (See appendix III and appendix XII). For example,

1. Sorry to know about it. (S.No. 1f)

2. Wow! How it happened? (S.No. 4d)
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3. Dukha naman. (S.No. 2I)

(Don't worry.)

4. Chhori pir nagar tān sānga hami chnaū. (S.No. 8e)

Here, the informants were found quite informal in responding to the given

situations. The number of quite informal forms for expressing condolence in

Nepali is far greater than those in the English language. It clearly indicates that

the Nepali speakers were found to be much informal than their English

counterparts.

But it does not mean that Nepali people are not formal at all. Moreover, the

study also revealed that the Nepali people expressed their politeness through

their tone and non-linguistic features such as facial expressions, gestures,

tactics, etc.Finally, 7% English and 8% Nepali speakers did not use any forms

of condolence.

3.1.1 Forms of Condolence Found Among Friends

The table below shows that the majority of the English respondents used highly

formal forms while expressing condolence to their friends.

Table No. 2: Forms of Condolence Used by Friends

NLSs S.No. HFFC TFC QIFS

f % f % f %

English 1,2,3 30 50 5 8 25 42

Nepali 1,2,3 18 10 108 60 54 30

Out of 60 responses, 50% native English speaker used highly formal forms of

condolence. Nepali speakers also used highly formal forms while expressing

condolence to their friends. But out of 180 responses, only 10% Nepali

speakers used highly formal forms of condolence (See appendix I and appendix

X).  For example,

1. I'm very sad and surprised that your brother passed way. (S.No. 3a)
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2. I'm really sorry to see you in this situation. (S.No. 1e)

3. Yas dukhad Jhadima bhagawanle dhairdharan garne sakti pradan garun.

(S.No. 1i)

4. Tapāinko bhaiko aatmale santi paos. (S.No. 3a).

Similarly, in the discourse among friends, the English interlocutors used less

number of temperate forms of condolence than their Nepali counterparts. Out

of 60 responses, only 8% native English speakers used temperate forms of

condolence but out of 180 responses, 60% native Nepali speakers used

temperate forms of condolence. It proves that the Nepali speakers must have

liked to use temperate forms of condolence to their friends (See appendix II

and appendix XI).  Some examples from both languages are as follows:

1. I heard the terrible news. It's such a shock! (S.No. 3 e)

2. Your Tom is still alive. (S. No. 2 e)

3. Timro kukur marekoma malai dukha lageko chha. (S.No. 2 c)

(I'm sorry for the loss of your dog).

4.  Ma timro aama prati samabedana bykta gardchhu. (S.No. 1 f)

(I express my condolence for your mother.)

Similarly, there were some other exponents where the respondents showed a

very close intimacy with their friends in both languages. These responses have

been categorized under quite informal forms of condolence. Forty-two percent

responses in English and 30% in Nepali were found to be expressed as quite

informal forms (See appendix III and appendix XII). For example,

1. Sorry about your mom. (S.No. 1d)

2. Pretty hard to bear it. (S.No. 3d)

3. Dukha naman. (S.No. 21)

(Don't worry)

4. Sansarama manisharu ta mariraheka chhan, jabo kukur ko pir nagar. (S.No.

2h)

(Even people are dying in the world, don't worry about the death of dog.)
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From the above table, we found that the number of highly formal forms of

condolence used by English speakers is greater than those used by Nepali

speakers. Besides, it was also found that the Nepali speakers used greater

number of temperate forms rather than the English natives. Similarly, it was

concluded that English speakers used greater number of quite informal forms

than those used by the Nepali speakers. Using highly formal forms in any

language is in fact maintaining politeness. To be polite, the situation is most

important in any language. One feels free in the open situations and he\she tries

to be polite in restricted situations.

3.1.2 Forms of Condolence Found Between Students-Teachers

The comparative table given below shows that the native speakers of the

English language used the greater number of highly formal forms as compared

to their Nepali counterparts while expressing condolence to their teachers.

Table No. 3: Forms of Condolence Used in the Student -Teacher

Relationship

There has been a very cordial relationship between teachers and students. The

students are found to be more formal to their teachers while expressing

condolence.

Sixty five percent (65%) responses were expressed in the form of highly formal

forms in English. Whereas, 60% responses were expressed in the form of

highly formal forms by their Nepali counterparts. This table shows that the

Nepali speakers are found to be more formal to their teachers while expressing

NLSs S.No. HFFC TFC QIFC Not respond

f % f % f % f %

English 9 13 65 2 10 - - 5 25

Nepali 9 36 60 24 40 - - - -
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condolence in comparison to native English speakers (See appendix I and

appendix X). Some examples of such experiences are as follows:

1. I'd like to express my deepest and sincere condolence. (S.No. 9a)
2. May her soul rest in heavan! (S.No. 9c)

3. Hajurko chhoriko aatmako chir santiko kamana gardachhu. (S.No. 9b)

4. Sar! Hajurlai hardik samabedana bykta gardachhu. (S.No. 9d).

However, Nepali people used more temperate forms than their English

counterparts while expressing condolence. Out of 80 responses, 40% in Nepali

and 10% in English were categorized under temperate forms of condolence. In

the given situation, respondents expressed the following forms of condolence

(See appendix II and appendix XI).

5. It's a very difficult time for you, I wish you to keep strong. (S.No. 9c)

6. Yas khabarle malai sokakul banayeko chha. (S.No. 9f)

(This news made me very sad.)

Another important point that the researcher came up with in the context of

student-teacher relationship is that the native speakers of both languages did

not use any quite informal forms while expressing condolence to their teachers.

Likewise, the table given above also shows that the Nepali speakers used the

English form 'sir' to address their teachers.

Another important point is noted that 25% native English speakers did not want

to express condolence to their teachers but all Nepali speakers used different

forms of condolence.

3.1.3 Forms of Condolence Found Between Relatives

The table below shows that the native speakers of both languages used far

greater number of temperate forms of condolence while expressing condolence

to their relatives.
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Table No. 4: Forms of Condolence Used by Relatives

Statistically speaking, out of 20 responses, 80% in English and out of 60

responses, 62% in Nepali were under this category. The table above also

clearly indicates that English people have been found using more temperate

forms while expressing condolence to their relatives in comparison to the

Nepali people (See appendix II and appendix XI). Some examples of temperate

forms used by the speakers of both languages are cited below:

1. It must be pretty hard on you. (S.No. 8d)

2. It's so sad. Can we do anything to help you? (S.No. 8a)

3. Chhori ! afaile afailai kamjor nabanau. (S.No. 8f)

(Daughter! Don't make weaker yourself.)

4. Ke garnu chhori ketaketilai herera chitta bajhaunu parchha. (S.No. 5c)

(You have great responsibility to look after your children.)

On the other hand, out of 60 responses, 13% in the Nepali language and 10% in

English were categorized under quite informal forms of condolence. In other

words, the Nepali speakers used the greater number of quite informal forms

while expressing condolence to their relatives than the English (See appendix

III and appendix XII). Let's consider the following examples.

5. Chhori! chinta nagar, tānsāga hami pani chaū. (S.No. 8e)

(Daughter! don't worry, we are also with you.)

6. Chori sano man nagar. (S.No. 8 i)

(Daughter! don't make your heart smaller.)

7. So sad to hear. (S.No. 8g)

8. So sad news.

NLSs S.No. HFFC TFC QIFC

f % f % f %

English 8 2 10 16 80 2 10

Nepali 8 15 25 37 62 8 13
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Similarly, out of 80 respondents, 10% in English and 25% in Nepali were

categorized under highly formal forms of condolence. To put the same thing in

another way, the Nepali speakers used the greater number of highly formal

forms in comparison to the English speakers while expressing condolence to

their relatives (See appendix I and appendix X). Some of the examples of

highly formal forms of expressing condolence used by both language speakers

are as follows:

9. My deepest condolence for you. (S.No. 8e)

10. I was terribly sorry about your loss. (S.No. 8f)

11. Jwāiko swargama bas hos. (S.N. 8h)

12. Jwaiko aatma ko chirsantiko kamana gardachhu. (S.No. 8d)

3.1.4 Forms of Condolence Found Among Neighbours

The table below shows that the number of highly formal forms of condolence

in Nepali is far greater than in English.

Table No. 5: Forms of Condolence Used by Neighbours

Eighty per cent and 40% responses were expressed in the form of highly formal

forms of condolence by the Nepali and English language speakers,

respectively. The respondents used very polite terms in their responses (See

appendix I and appendix X). Some examples from both languages are given

below:

1. ūhako swargama bas hos. (S.No. 4a)

(May he rest in heaven!)

2. Hajurko pita prati mero samabedana chha. (S.No. 4d)

(My condolence is for your late father.)

NLSs S.NO. HFFC TFC QIFC Not  Respond

F % F % F % F %

English 4 8 40 7 35 5 25 - -

Nepali 4 49 82 5 8 1 2 6 10
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3. The departed souls will rest in heaven! (S.No. 4e)

4. The god will provide energy to face this situation. (S.No. 4f)

Likewise, there were 35% and 8% responses categorized under temperate

forms of condolence by the English and Nepali speakers, respectively. English

people used more temperate forms to express condolence to their neighbours

than their Nepali counterparts (See appendix II and appendix XI). Some of the

examples from both languages are as follows:

5. What a terrible thing happened to you! (S.No. 4c)

6. Yasto abasthama aafule afailai samhalnu parchha. (S.No. 4b)

The remaining responses were categorized under quite informal forms of

condolence as the native speakers of both languages did not use polite terms in

them. Twenty per cent responses in English and 2% responses in Nepali were

recorded under this category. An important point noted here is that the English

speakers used far greater number of quite informal forms than their Nepali

counterparts (See appendix III and appendix XII). Some examples from both

languages are cited below:

7. Wow! how it happened? (S.No. 4d)

8. Aba ta hamro dahine hat nai bhachiyo. (S.N. 4j)

(Now, our right hand has been broken)

Most of the highly formal forms of condolence were used by the native

speakers of Nepali. They responded their neighbours in a very polite way. They

were very polite and formal as compared to native English speakers while

expressing condolence to their neighbors. But most of the responses in both

languages were found to be highly formal while expressing condolence to their

neighbours.
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3.1.5 Forms of Condolence Found Between Public and Diplomats

The comparative table below shows that the native English speakers used a

greater number of highly formal forms of condolence in comparison to the

Nepali speakers.

Table No. 6: Forms of Condolence Used in the Public-Diplomats

Relationship

Out of 20 responses, 65% were found to be highly formal forms for English

speakers and 50% were highly formal forms of condolence for Nepali speakers.

So the researcher came to conclusion that English people were found to be

more formal and polite than their Nepali counterparts while expressing it to

their prime minister of their nation (See appendix I and appendix X). Some

utterances from both languages are cited below:

1. I'd like to express my deepest and heartfelt condolence for ……. (S.No. 7a)

2. May god fovour you in this grief! (S.No. 7b)

3. Sammananiya pradhanmantrijiuko chhorako mrityuko dukhad ghadima

hardik samabedana byakta gardachhu. (S.No. 4c)

(I express heartfelt condolence for the death of the honorable priminister's

son)

4.  Pradhanmantrijiuko chhorako mritule ma marmahit bhayeko chhu. (S.No.

7b)

(I have been badly shocked by the death of the honorable priminister's son.)

NLSs S.No. HFFC TFC QIFC Not responsd

f % f % f % f %

English 7 13 65 - - - - 7 35

Nepali 7 30 50 - - - - 30 50
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One most important thing is that the speakers of both languages did not use

temperate and quite informal forms of condolence while expressing condolence

to the prime minister. Similarly, 35% native English speakers and 50% native

Nepali speakers did not use any forms of condolence while expressing it to

their prime minister.

3.1.6 Forms of Condolence Used for the Loss of Pets

The table below shows that the native English speakers did not use any highly

formal forms of condolence to express condolence for the loss of pets.

Table No. 7: Forms of Condolence Used for the Loss of Pets

But 20% Nepali speakers used highly formal forms of condolence for the loss

of their pets (See appendix I). Some examples from Nepali are as follows:

1. Malai yas ghatanale marmahit banayo. (S.No. 2d)

(This event has badly shocked me.)

2. Hajur ko kukurko aatmale santi paos. (S.No. 2j)

(may the spirit of your dog will get peace!)

Similarly, native English and 35% Nepali speakers used temperate forms of

condolence for loss of pets. This shows that Nepali speakers used greater

number of temperate forms in comparison to their English counterparts (See

appendix II and appendix XI). Some examples from both languages are as

follows:

3. Pyaro bastu bhulna garho hunchha tara bhulne kosis gara. (S.No. 2i)

(It is difficult to forget the lovely thing but try to do so.)

4. Timro kukur marekoma malai dukha lageko chha. (S.No. 2c)

(I feel pity at the death of your dog.)

NLSs S.No. HFFC TFC QIFC Not Respond

f % f % f % f %

English 2 - - 2 10 18 90 - -

Nepali 2 12 20 21 35 19 32 14 23
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5.  It’s a very bad news. (S.No. 2d)

6.  It’s  a too bad (S.No. 2f)

In the same way, the table given above also shows that the native speakers of

English used greater number of quite informal forms of condolence for the loss

of pets in comparison to the Nepali speakers. Ninety percent English speakers

and 32% Nepali speakers used quite informal forms of condolence for the loss

of a dog (See appendix III and appendix XII). Some examples from both

languages are as follows:

7. Sorry to hear about your dog. (S.No. 2b)

8. Sorry to hear that your little puppy is dead. (S.No. 2c)

9. dukha naman (S.No. 2l)

(Have patience)

10. Pir nagara (S.No. 2f)

(Don't worry).

Next important thing is that 23% native Nepali speakers did not use any forms

of condolence for the loss of pets. But, most of the native English speakers

used different forms of condolence.

3.2 Forms of Compliments Given by English and Nepali Native

Speakers

Compliments are simple relationship building tools which express approval,

and their main purpose is to show that we like some aspects of other person’s

belongings or work. The researcher found the following exponents of

compliments while analyzing the data.
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The figure shows that the Nepali speakers are highly formal than those of the

native speakers of English while expressing compliments. Out of 660

responses, 16% in Nepali and 11% in English were highly formal. This

evidence proves that Nepali speakers used greater number of highly formal

forms of compliment in comparison to native English speakers (See appendix

IV and appendix XIII). Some examples from both languages are as follows:

1.  I'd like to compliment you on your flower. (S.No.7a)

2.  Could I compliment you on your beautiful flower? (S. No. 7b)

3.  Hajurko hatabata yo puspa payekoma ma hajur prati kritagya chhu.(S.No.7i)

(I am grateful to get the flowers from yours hands.)

4.  Yati ramro ful dinu bhayekoma ma aabhari chhu. (S.No. 7g)

(I am grateful for such nice flowers given to me.)

Similarly, out of 220 responses in English, 40% were temperate forms of

compliment and out of 660 responses in Nepali, 37% were temperate forms of

compliment. This shows that the native speakers of English used greater

number of temperate forms of compliment than those of Nepali counterparts

(See appendix V and appendix XIV). Some of the examples of both languages

are as follows:

5.  It is a great success. (S.No. 9b)

HFFC: Highly
formal forms of
compliment

TFC:
Temperate
forms of
compliment

QIFC: Quite
informal forms
of compliment
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6. Your room is fantastic. (S.No. 11b)

7. Timro kotha malai man paryo. (S.No. 11i)

(I liked your room.)

8. Dhanya sar! katiramro ful ! (S.No. 7d)

(Thank you sir! What a beautiful flower !)

The other responses were categorized under quite informal forms of

compliment. Forty-seven per cent Nepali and 49% native English speakers

used quite informal forms of compliments. It means that Nepali speakers used a

greater number of quite informal forms of compliment as compared to their

English counterparts (See appendix VI and appendix XV). Some examples

from both languages are as follows:

9.   Great! (S.No. 1a)

10. Wow! Good Shot! (S.No. 3e)

11. Chuwak chha yar! (S.No. 2l)

(You are cute, yar.)

12. Tero Swar ta dami chha. (S.No. 1n)

(Your voice is marvellous.)

The above figure shows that majority of both language speakers used a greater

number of quite informal forms of compliments.

3.2.1 Forms of Compliment Found among Friends

In the discourse among friends, English interlocutors used more temperate

forms of compliment.

Table No. 8: Forms of Compliments Used by Friends

NLSs S. No. Hffc Tfc QIfc

f % f % f %

English 1,2,4 1 2 40 67 19 32

Nepali 1,2,4 9 5 82 46 89 49
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Out 60 responses, 67% English responses were temperate forms of

compliment. Similarly, out of 180 responses, 46% were temperate forms of

compliment. But the native English speakers used greater number of temperate

forms of compliment while expressing compliments to their friends in

comparison to Nepali speakers (See appendix V and appendix XIV). Some

examples from both languages are as follows:

1) You’ve got great voice. I love that. (S.No. 1d)

2) You look great! (S.No. 2a)

3) Timro swar atyata mitho chha. (S.No. 1a)

(Your voice is so sweet)

4) Timi ta dherai ramro dekhinchhaū. (S.No. 2a)

(You seem very beautiful.)

There were also some other exponents where the respondents of both languages

showed a very close intimacy with friends. These exponents were categorized

under quite informal forms of compliment. Out of 60 responses, 32% English

speakers used quite informal forms of compliment and out of 180 responses in

Nepali, 49% were quite informal forms of compliment. This shows that Nepali

speakers used greater number of quite informal forms of compliment than those

of English counterparts (See appendix and VI appendix XV). Some examples

of both languages are as follows:

5)  Nice song. (S.No. 16)

6)  Well done. (S.No. 3a)

7)  Kyadami sart kaha kineko ! (S.No. 4c)

(What a beautiful shirt!  Where did you buy it?)

8) Tero swar ta dami chha. (S. No. 1n)

(Your voice is marvellous.)

The other remaining expressions were categorized under highly formal forms

of compliment. Native speakers of both languages used highly formal forms of

compliment, but they did not use the highly formal forms of compliment than

the temperate forms and quite informal forms. Out of 60 responses in English,
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only 2% were highly formal forms of compliment and out of 180 responses in

Nepali, only 5% were highly formal forms of compliment. This shows that the

Nepali speakers used greater number of highly formal forms of compliment

while expressing compliment to their friends (See appendix IV and appendix

XIII). Some examples from both the English and Nepali speakers are as

follows:

9)     I must compliment you on this beautiful flower. (S.No. 2f)

10)  Tapaīle Sarai ramrokapada kinnu bhayechha. (S.No. 2c)

(You bought really beautiful clothes.)

At last, it can be concluded that most of the English and Nepali Speakers liked

to use temperate and quite formal forms of compliment but few ELSs and

NLSs used highly formal forms while expressing compliment to their friends.

3.2.2   Forms of Compliments Found Between Staffs and Boss

The comparative table shows that English people used less number of highly

formal forms of compliment as compared to the Nepali speakers.

Table No. 9: Forms of Compliment Used by Staff

NLSs S. No. HFFC TFC QIFC

f % f % f %

English 7 16 80 2 10 2 10

Nepali 7 55 92 5 8 - -

Out of 60 responses in Nepali, 92% were highly formal forms while expressing

compliment to their boss. Similarly, out of 20 responses in English, 80% were

in highly formal forms of compliment. So the researcher came to conclusion

that the Nepali speakers were found to be more formal than their English

counterparts while expressing compliment to the boss of their office (See

appendix IV and appendix XIII). Some utterances from both languages are

cited below as examples.
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1)  I'd like to compliment you on your beautiful flower. (S.No. 7a)

2)  Could I compliment you on your beautiful flower ! (S.No. 7b)

3)  Yeti ramro ful dinubayekoma ma aabhari chhu. (S.No. 7g)

(I am grateful for such beautiful flowers given to me.)

4)   Hajurka hatbata yo puspa payekoma me hajur prati kritagya chhu.(S.No. 7i)

(I am grateful for such beautiful flowers.)

On the other hand, the native English speakers used more temperate forms

while expressing compliment to the boss of their office rather than the Nepali

speakers. Ten percent responses were used as temperate forms by the English

speakers whereas only 8% were used as temperate forms by the Nepali

speakers (See appendix V and appendix XIV). Some of the examples from both

languages are as follows:

5)  Thank you. It's beautiful. (S.No. 7e)

6)  Dhanya sar ! kati ramro ful ! (S.No. 7d)

(Thank you sir! what a beautiful flower !)

Similarly, the English speakers used 10% quite informal forms. But in the case

of Nepali people, no quite informal forms were found. The Nepali speakers did

not use any quite informal forms while responding to the situations related to

their boss ( See appendix XV). Some examples are given below:

7)  What a beautiful flower ! (S.No. 7c)

8)  Wow ! Beautiful. (S.No. 7f)

3.2.3  Forms of Compliment Found Between Husband and Wife

From the table given below, it is found that native speakers of both languages

did not use any highly formal forms while expressing compliment to their wife.

Table No. 10: Forms of Compliment Used by Husband

NLSs S. No. HFFC TFC QIFC

f % f % f %

English 3 - - 1 5 19 95

Nepali 3 - - 32 53 28 47
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Out of 80 native responses, none of the one was highly formal forms.

Likewise, the Nepali speakers used greater number of temperate forms of

compliment while expressing it to their husbands. Out of 60 responses in

Nepali, 53% were temperate forms of compliment and only 5% in English were

temperate forms of compliment. This proves that Nepali speakers (husbands)

liked to use temperate forms of compliment while expressing them to their

wives in comparison to English speakers (See appendix V and appendix XIV).

Some examples are given below.

1)  I had already thought of it. (S.No. 3c)

2)  Timi ta sāchai ramro kheladi hau. (S.No.3k)

(You are really a good player.)

3)    Ramro prahar! Timi ma prativa chha. (S.No. 3d)

(Good Shot! you have creativity.)

Similarly, there were other responses which were categorized under quite

informal forms. The above table shows that the native English speakers are

quite informal than the Nepali speakers while expressing compliment to their

wives. Ninety percent English speakers and 47% Nepali speakers used quite

informal forms of compliment (See appendix VI and appendix XV). Some

examples from both languages are as follows:

4)  WOW! Good Shot! (S. No. 3e)

5)  WOW! Well palyed ! (S. No. 3d)

6)  Khel ta yasto po hunchha ! (S. No. 3i)

(This is the game!)

7)  Uha ! Swasni ! kasto ramro prahar garis ! (S. No. 3j)

(WOW! darling! good shot!)

3.2.4 Forms of Compliments Found Among Relatives

The comparative table given below shows that the speakers of both languages

used far greater number of quite informal forms while expressing compliments

to their relatives.
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Table No. 11: Forms of Compliment Used by Relatives

Out of 40 responses in English, 65% and out of 120 responses in Nepali, 74%

were quite informal forms. The table given above also clearly shows that

Nepali speakers have been found using more quite informal forms while

expressing compliments to their relatives as compared to the English speakers

(See appendix VI and appendix XV). Some examples of quite informal forms

are given below.

1)  Well done! (S.No. 6a)

2)  Great picture! (S. No. 89)

3)  Bhai tāile derai ramro khelis. (S. No. 6a)

(Brother! you played well.)

4)  Waha didi! waha! (S. No. 8g)

(WOW sister! WOW!)

Similarly, 28% responses in English and 19% responses in Nepali were

categorized under temperate forms of compliment. It means the English

speakers used greater number of temperate forms while expressing

compliments to their relatives than their Nepali counterparts (See appendix V

and appendix XIV). Some examples from both languages are as follows:

5)  That looks great! (S. No. 8b)

6)  God gifted it to you! (S. No. 8d)

7)  Bhai timi ramro kheladi banchhau. (S. No. 6k)

(Brother! you will be a great player.)

8)  Kanchha ! yastai safalata prapta gardai jau. (S. No. 6i)

(Keep up with success, son!)

NLSs S. No. Hffc Tfc QIfc

f % f % f %

English 6,8 3 8 11 28 26 65

Nepali 6,8 9 7 23 19 89 74
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The remaining expressions were categorized under highly formal forms of

compliment where the respondents of both languages tried to show their

politeness to their relatives. Eight percent responses in English and 7% in

Nepali were highly formal forms. It means the native English speakers used

greater number of highly formal forms while expressing compliments to their

relatives in comparison to the Nepali speakers (See appendix IV and appendix

XII). Some examples from both languages are cited below:

9)     I must compliment you on your game. (S. No. 6d)

10)   Didi hajur mahan chitrakar hunuhunchha. (S. No. 8c)

(Sister! you are a great artist.)

3.2.5 Forms of Compliment Found Among Children and Parents

The table given below shows that the native English speakers used greater

number of quite informal forms while expressing compliment to parents but the

Nepali speakers used greater number of highly formal forms while expressing

compliment to their parents.

Table No. 12: Forms of Compliment by Children

NLSs S. No. Hffc Tfc QIfc

f % f % f %

English 5 4 20 1 5 15 75

Nepali 5 29 48 14 23 17 28

Out of 60 responses in Nepali, 48% were highly formal and only 20% in

English were highly formal forms. This clearly implies that the number of

highly formal forms in the Nepali language is greater than the English language

(See appendix IV and appendix XII). For example,

1)  It is my great pleasure to get it. (S. No. 5b)

2)   Buba, hajur mahan hunuhunchha. (S. No. 5g)

(Dad! your are great.)

3)  Mero baba chhorako ichchhalai ramrari bujnu hunch. (S. No. 5b)

(My father pretty well understands the interest of his son.)
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Similarly, another important point noted is that the Nepali speakers used

greater number of temperate forms while expressing compliment to their

parents as compared to the English speakers. Out of 60 responses,  23% Nepali

people and only 5% English speakers used temperate forms. (See appendix V

and appendix XIV). Some examples are listed below.

4)  Mai dad! aaja ma  derai khusi chhu. (S. No. 5h)

(My dad! Today I am very happy.)

5)  Buba hunu ta mero jasto ! (S. No. 5j)

(All should get the father like mine.)

6) Thank you very much. (S. No. 5a)

The table above also reveals that the English people used far more quite

informal forms as compared to the Nepali speakers while expressing

compliments to their parent's. In other words, the native English speakers used

75% quite informal forms, while the Nepali speakers used only 28% (See

appendix VI and appendix XV). Let's consider the following examples.

7)  WOW ! Thanks dad. (S. No. 5d)

8)  WOW ! Great ! Thanks ! (S. No. 5e)

9)  Oho ! katiramro motersaikal ! (S. No. 5f)

(WOW ! what a nice motorcycle !)

10)  Waha dad ! Waha ! maile bhane jasto kinidinu Bhayechha. (S. No. 5c)

(WOW dad ! WOW ! you bought me the one that I liked.)

3.2.6 Forms of Compliments Found Among Adults and Children

The table below shows that the speakers of both languages did not use highly

formal forms while expressing compliment to their children in their society.
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Table No. 13: Forms of Compliments Used by Adults.

NLSs S. No. Hffc Tfc QIfc

f % f % f %

English 10 - - 16 80 4 20

Nepali 10 - - 8 13 52 87

The English speakers used greater number of temperate forms of compliment

than the Nepali speakers. Statistically speaking, out of 20 responses in English,

80% were the temperate forms. Whereas, only 13% in the Nepali language

were temperate forms of compliment (See appendix V and appendix XIV).

Some examples from both languages are as follows:

1)  She's lovely. (S. No. 10c)

2)  She's beautiful. (S. No. 10e)

3)  yo babu ta gyani chha. (S. No. 10g)

(This child is intelligent.)

4)  Chhoro hunu ta yasto po. (S. No. d)

(Son should be like him.)

Similarly, the Nepali speakers used greater number of quite informal forms in

comparison to the native English speakers while expressing compliments to

their children. Out of 60 responses in Nepali, 87% and 20% in English were

quite informal forms of compliment (See appendix VI and appendix XV).

Some examples from both languages are as follows:

5)  Oh! Isn’t she cute? (S. No. 10d)

6)  What a cute baby! (S. No. 10 b)

7)  Tero chhoro mahan chha. (S. No. 10h)

(Your son is great.)

8)  Kati ramro bachcha ! (S. No. 10b)

(What a beautiful child!)
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3.3 Forms of Sympathy Given by Native English and Nepali

Speakers

Sympathy is the feeling of being sorry for somebody, which is necessary to

establish good social relationship in the society. All the exponents of sympathy

in English and Nepali that the researcher found are presented in the following

figure:

Figure No. 3: Forms of Sympathy Used by Native English and Nepali

Speakers

Figure in percentage

The above figure shows that the native speakers of both languages used greater

number of temperate forms of sympathy. It also clearly shows that the Nepali

speakers used greater number of temperate forms in comparison to the English

speakers while expressing sympathy. Out of 540 responses in Nepali, 52%

were as temperate forms and out of 180 responses in English, 46% were

temperate forms of sympathy (See appendix VIII and appendix XVII). Some

examples from languages are as follows:

1)  Pir nagar ma timilai sakdo sahayog garchhu. (S. No. 2a)

(Don't worry. I will help you as I can)

2)   Aaba arko kukur kinnu parchha. (S. No. 1a)

(We will have to buy another dog now.)

3)   I can image you feel bad. (S. No. 1f)

4)   It's too bad. (S. No. 2e)
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In the same way, the researcher found 45% and 42% responses under quite

informal forms of sympathy in English and Nepali respectively. While

expressing these types of expression, the respondents did not show higher

formality and politeness. The above-presented figure clearly shows that the

English speakers are more quite informal than those of Nepali speakers (See

appendix XVIII and appendix IX). Some examples are presented below:

5)  Better luck next time. (S. No. 4g)

6)  Oops! How's that happened? (S.No. 2f)

7)  Dukha lagyo yar. (S. No. 1b)

(I feel sorry, yar.)

8)   Kasto dukhat samachar ! (S. No. 2b)

(What a sad news!)

Similarly, there were some other exponents which were categorized under

highly formal forms of sympathy. Where the respondents showed formality and

politeness. Only 6% responses in English and 6% response in Nepali were

highly formal forms of sympathy. It proves that the English speakers used

greater number of highly formal forms than the Nepali speakers (See appendix

VII and appendix XVI). Some examples are as follows:

9)   I'd like to express my deepest sympathy (S. No. 3f)

10)  I'm very sorry to hear that you lost game. (S. No. 8d)

11)  Pahilai bhaneko mannu bhayena, aba kehi din pakhanuhos ma sahayog

garchhu.  (S. No. 3a)

(You did not do what I had told wait some days I will help you.)

12)   Kripaya pir nagarnuhola aba arko kampanima lagani garnu parchha.(S.

No. 3h)

(Please don't worry we should invest in another company.)
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3.3.1 Forms of Sympathy Found among Friends

The table below shows that the speakers of both languages did not use highly

formal forms while expressing sympathy to their friends.

Table No. 14: Forms of Sympathy Used by Friends.

NLSS S. No. HFFS TFS QIFS

f % f % f %

English 1,2,5 - - 29 48 31 52

Nepali 1,2,5 - - 113 63 67 37

The majority of the Nepali speakers used temperate forms of sympathy to their

friends. Out of 180 Nepali responses, 63% were temperate forms of sympathy.

Whereas out of 60 English responses, 48% were temperate forms of sympathy.

It shows that the  Nepali speakers used greater number of temperate forms than

native English speakers while expressing sympathy to their friends (See

appendix VIII and appendix XVII). Some examples from both languages are

mentioned below.

1)  Dukha naman timi hami sangai chhau. (S. No. 2i)

(Don’t worry, we are with you.)

2)  Malai timro kurale gambir banayo. (S. No. 5a)

(Your message has made me serious.)

3)   I can sympathize with you but I can’t do anything. (S. No. 3d)

4)    Its too bad (S. No. 2e)

However, in the discourse between friends, the English interlocutors used

greater number of quite informal forms than the Nepali interlocutors while

expressing sympathy. Out of 60 English responses, 52% were quite informal

forms and 37% Nepali responses were quite informal forms of sympathy (See

appendix XVIII and appendix IX). For examples:

5)   Oh! How terrible! (S. No. 1c)

6)   Sorry to hear that. (S. No. 1d)
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7)    Dukha lagyo yar! (S. No. 1b)

(I feel sorry, yar!)

8)   Birsane prayas gar. (S. No. 1i)

(Try to forget it.)

3.3.2 Forms of Sympathy Found Among Relatives

The table below shows that the speakers of both languages used greater number

temperate forms of sympathy while expressing to their relatives.

Table No. 15: Forms of Sympathy Used by Relatives

NLSS S. No. HFFS TFS QIFS

f % f % f %

English 6,7 3 8 24 60 13 32

Nepali 6,7 11 9 61 51 48 40

Out of 40 responses in English, 60% were the temperate forms of sympathy.

Similarly, out of 120 responses in Nepali, 51% the temperate forms of

sympathy. It shows that the English speakers used greater number of temperate

forms while expressing sympathy to their relatives (See appendix VIII and

appendix XVII). Some examples are as follows:

1) I can image you feel bad. (S. No. 6f)

2) Perhaps, you lost a great opportunity. (S. No. 6e)

3) Dukha namana, timro chhyamata thiyo tara samayale sath diyena. (S. No.

6k)

(Don't worry, you could have done this but time did not help you.)

4)  Biteko kura nasamjha ! arko paricha ramro gara. (S. No. 6i)

(Forget the past. Do better in the next exam)

On the other hand, there were some other responses which were categorized

under quite informal forms of sympathy where the respondents did not show

formality and politeness. Thirty two per cent English responses and 40%

Nepali responses were quite informal forms of sympathy. It means the the
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Nepali speakers are more quite informal than native English speakers (See

appendix XVIII and appendix IX). Some examples of quite informal of

sympathy are as follows:

5) Don't worry. (S. No. 7c)

6) Never mind. (S. No. 7b)

7) Khatamai bhayechha ! Aba arko parichhya ramro gar. (S. No. 6d)

(Worst! Do better in the next exam.)

8)     Arko parichhyama ramro gar. (S. No. 6j)

(Do better in next exam.)

Similarly, there were few other responses which were categorized under

highly formal forms of sympathy. Here, the speakers of both languages used

less number of highly formal forms of sympathy. Only 8% English speakers

and 9%  Nepali speakers used highly formal forms of sympathy. It also shows

that the Nepali speakers used greater number highly formal forms than the

English speakers while expressing sympathy to their relatives (See appendix

VII and appendix XVI). Some examples from both languages are presented

below:

9)    I shouldn't have gone up it. (S. No. 7e)

10)   Kripaya, yaslai samanya rupama linuhos. (S. No. 6l)

(Please, take it easily.)

3.3.3 Forms of Sympathy Found Among Teachers –Students

The table below shows that the speakers of both languages did not use any

highly formal forms of sympathy.
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Table No. 16: Forms of Sympathy Used by the Teachers.

NLSS S. No. HFFS TFS QIFS

f % f % f %

English 4 - - 5 25 15 75

Nepali 4 - - 50 83 10 17

It shows that the teachers of both languages do not use any formal forms while

expressing sympathy to their students. On the other hand, twenty five per cent

native English speakers used temperate forms of sympathy and 83% Nepali

speakers used temperate forms of sympathy. The above table clarifies that the

Nepali speakers used greater number of temperate forms than their English

counterparts while expressing sympathy to their students (See appendix VIII

and appendix XVII). Let’s consider the following examples.

1) Do you have a chance to retake? (S. No. 4b)

2) Failure is the pillar of success (S. No. 4f)

3) Feri prayas gara abasya safal hunchhau. (S. No. 4b)

(Try again; certainly, you will get success.)

4) Yas patak yastai bhayo bhanera mehanet garna chhadna hudaina. (S. No. 4i)

Similarly, the researcher found 75% English responses and 17% Nepali

responses as quite informal forms of sympathy. So the researcher came to

conclusion that the native English speakers are more quite informal than the

Nepali speakers while expressing sympathy to their students (See appendix IX

and appendix XVIII). Some examples from both languages are as follows:

5) Never mind. Try harder next time. (S. No. 4a)

6) Sorry to hear that you did not do well. (S. No. 4b)

7) Pir nagari feri padha.(S. No. 4f)

(Worry not. Work hard again.)

8)   Niras nabhai arko barsa ko lagi tayari gar. (S. No. 4g)

(Don't be sad, prepare the next year.)
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3.2.4   Forms of Sympathy Found Among Neighbours

The table below shows that the majority of the English speakers used temperate

forms of sympathy

Table No. 17: Forms of Sympathy Used by Neighbours

NLSS S. No. HFFS TFS QIFS

f % f % f %

English 3 1 5 15 75 4 20

Nepali 3 19 32 17 28 24 40

Seventy five percent native English responses and 28% Nepali responses were

found as temperate forms of sympathy. Here, the English speakers used greater

number of temperate forms in comparison to the Nepali speakers while

expressing sympathy to their neighbours (See appendix VIII and appendix

XVII). Some examples are as follows:

1) It's a bad situation. (S. No. 3b)

2) I'm sorry to hear that. (S. No. 3e)

3) Thikai chha, biteko kurama chinta nagara ma sahayog garaula. (S. No. 3g)

(It's ok, don’t worry about past. I will help you.)

4) Belama hos garenau fursadma pachhutayera ke garnu. (S. No. 39)

(You were not serious in right time. It's meaningless to be worried now.)

On the other hand, there were some other exponents which were categorized

under quite informal forms of sympathy. According to the above table, 40%

Nepali responses were quite informal. From this evidence, we can generalize

that the Nepali speakers used greater number of quite informal forms as

compared to the native English speakers while expressing sympathy to their

neighbours (See appendix IX and appendix XVIII). Some examples are listed

as follows:

5) Hera aafulai dakhal nabhayeko thāuma lagani garnu hudaina. (S. No. 3f)

6) Bhanda bhandai lagani garis, aba pir nagar chahine jati paisa laija.(S. No. 3i)
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(You invested without considering my suggestion. Don’t worry now; you

can take away whatever you need.)

7) Sorry to hear about it. But…… (S. No. 3c)

8) Be more careful this time. (S. No. 3a)

Similarly, the researcher found 32% Nepali responses and 5% English

responses in highly formal forms in the process of data collection. It shows that

the Nepali speakers used greater number of highly formal forms than the native

English speakers while expressing sympathy to their relatives (See appendix

VII and appendix XVI). For example,

9) Pahilyai bhaneko mannubhayena, aba kehi din parkhnuhos, ma sahayog

garchhu. (S. No. 3a)

(You did not do what I had told; now wait for sometimes, I will help you.)

10) I'd like to express my sympathy……….. (S. No. 3f)
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CHAPTER FOUR

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 Findings

Analysis of the data revealed various information about the forms of

condolence, compliments and sympathy used by the native English and Nepali

speakers. On basis of analysis and interpretation, the following findings have

been listed.

4.1.1 Findings of Condolence

1. In totality, 49% English and 27% Nepali speakers used highly formal forms

of condolence. So the English speakers were found to be formal and polite

than the Nepali speakers while expressing condolence.

2. In the relationship among friends, the majority of the English speakers (i.e.

50%) used highly formal forms, whereas the majority of the Nepali

speakers (i.e. 60%) used temperate forms while expressing condolence. It

clearly shows that the English speakers are found to be using greater

number of highly formal forms and the Nepali speakers temperate forms of

condolence in the relationship with friends.

3. Sixty per cent English and 60% Nepali speakers used highly formal forms

of condolence in the students – teachers relationships. So the English

speakers were found to be more formal in relationship with their teachers.

4. Similarly, 80% English and 62% Nepali speakers used temperate forms

while expressing condolence to their relatives.

5. Both the English and Nepali speakers were found to be highly formal in the

relationship with their neighbours. Eighty two per cent Nepali and 40%

English speakers used highly formal forms. It shows that the Nepali

speakers are more formal than the English speakers while expressing

condolence to their neighbours.
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6. In the relationship with diplomats, 65% English and 50% Nepali speakers

used highly formal forms of condolence.

7. Thirty five per cent English and 50% Nepali speakers did not use any forms

of condolence to their diplomats.

8. Twenty per cent Nepali speakers used highly formal forms but none of the

English speakers used highly formal forms while expressing condolence for

the loss of pets.

9. The Nepali speakers used greater number of temperate forms of condolence

than those of the native English speakers.

10. Again, the Nepali speakers used greater number of quite informal forms of

condolence than the native English speakers.

11. The native English speakers were found to be more formal especially in the

relationship with their friends, teachers and diplomats than the Nepali

speakers.

12. The English speakers were found to be using greater number of temperate

forms especially in the relationship with neighbours than the Nepali

speakers.

13. Similarly, the native English speakers were found to be less formal

especially in the relationship with friends, neighbours and for the loss of

pets.

14. The Nepali speakers were found to be more formal especially in the

relationship with their relatives, neighbours and for the loss of pets.

15. The Nepali speakers were found to be using greater number of temperate

forms than the English speakers especially in the relationship with their

friends, teachers and for the loss of pets.

16. The Nepali speakers were found to be less formal while expressing

condolence to their friends and relatives.
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4.1.2    Findings of Compliments

1. In totality, 16% Nepali and 11% English speakers used highly formal forms

of compliments. It shows that the Nepali speakers are more formal than the

native English speakers while expressing compliment. Similarly, 40%

English and 37% Nepali responses were found as temperate forms of

compliments; it proves that that the English speakers used greater number

of temperate forms than the Nepali speakers while expressing compliment.

In the same way, 49% English and 47% Nepali speakers used quite

informal forms of compliments. It means the native English speakers are

also less formal than the Nepali speakers.

2. In the discourse among friends, only 2% English and 5% Nepali speakers

used highly formal forms, 67% English and 46% Nepali speakers used

temperate forms, and 32% English and 49% Nepali speakers used quite

informal forms while expressing compliments.

3. Eighty per cent English and 92% Nepali speakers used highly formal forms,

10% English and 8% Nepali speakers used temperate forms , and 2%

English and none of the Nepali speakers used quite informal forms while

expressing compliments to their boss.

4. Similarly, the speakers of both languages did not use any highly formal

forms, 5% English and 53% Nepali speakers used temperate forms, and

95% English and 47% Nepali speakers used quite informal forms while

expressing compliments to their wives.

5. Likewise, 8% English and 7% Nepali speakers used highly formal forms,

28% English and 19% Nepali speakers used temperate forms, and 65%

English and 74% Nepali speakers used quite informal forms of compliments

to their relatives.

6. In the same way, 20% English and 48% Nepali speakers used highly formal

forms, 5% English and 23% Nepali speakers used temperate forms, and

75% English and 28% Nepali speakers used quite informal forms of

compliments to their parents.
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7. The speakers of both languages did not use any highly formal forms, but

80% English and 13% Nepali speakers used temperate forms, and 4%

English and 52% Nepali speakers used quite informal forms while

expressing compliments to their to their children.

8. The English speakers were found to be more formal than Nepali speakers

while expressing compliments to their relatives.

9. The Nepali speakers were found to be more formal than the native English

speakers while expressing compliments to their friends, boss and parents.

10. English speakers were found to be using greater number of temperate and

quite informal forms than the Nepali speakers while expressing

compliments to their friends, boss, wives and parents.

11. The Nepali speakers used greater number of temperate and quite informal

forms as compared to the native English speakers while expressing

compliments to their friends and relatives.

12. The speakers of both languages used greater number of highly formal forms

of compliment to their boss.

13. The speakers of both languages used greater number of quite informal

forms of compliment to their wives and relatives.

4.1.3   Findings of Sympathy

1. In totality, the researcher found 6% highly formal forms in languages, 46%

temperate forms in English and 52% temperate forms in English and 45%

and 42% quite informal forms of sympathy in English and Nepali,

respectively.

2. In the relationship among friends, the speakers of both languages did not

use any highly formal forms of sympathy, but 48% English and 63% Nepali

speakers used temperate forms, and 52% English and 37% Nepali speakers

used quite informal forms of sympathy.

3. Only 8% English and 9% Nepali speakers used highly formal forms of

compliments to their relatives. The majority of the speakers (i.e. 60%
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English and 51% Nepali) used temperate forms of sympathy to their

relatives.

4. None of the speakers of both languages used highly formal forms of

sympathy to their students, but the majority of the English speakers (75%)

used quite informal forms and the majority of the Nepali speakers (83%)

used temperate forms to their students.

5. In the relationship among neighbours, 5% English and 32% Nepali speakers

used highly formal forms.

6. The native English speakers were found to be more quite informal while

expressing sympathy to their students and friends. Whereas the Nepali

speakers were found to be more quit informal while expressing sympathy to

their neighbours.

7. The English speakers used greater number of temperate forms of sympathy

to their neighbours and relatives whereas the Nepali speakers used quite

informal forms to their students and friends.

Finally, the researcher found that most of the English speakers used short and

simple exponents of condolence, compliments and sympathy whereas the most

of the Nepali speakers used long and difficult exponents of condolence,

compliments and sympathy.

4.2 Recommendations

Condolence, compliment and sympathy play most important role in maintaing

good social relationship in the society. So the speakers of all languages should

have knowledge of condolence, compliments and sympathy. These language

functions should be taught from elementary to higher level.

On the basis of the findings, the researcher has attempted to forward some

pedagogical suggestions for teaching condolence, compliments and sympathy

which would be beneficial for the teachers and students of both languages.
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1. The teacher should create situations, which require different exponents of

condolence, compliments and sympathy and ask the students to play the

role in such situations.

2. The learners of Nepali can make a list of exponents of condolence,

compliments and sympathy from Nepali situations and the learners of

English can make a list of exponents of condolence, compliments and

sympathy from English situations and compare them.

3. The teacher can make a list of exponents of condolence, compliments and

sympathy and ask them to categorize them into highly formal, temperate

and quite informal forms.

4. The teachers can give activities to the students covering topics concerning

with death, funeral, mourning, belief about death, etc.

5. The students and teachers can discuss about the social norms for expressing

condolence, compliments and sympathy.

6. Group work, pair work and different languages would be useful for teaching

condolence, compliments and sympathy in both languages.

7. The teacher can analyze the form structure and meaning of condolence,

compliments and sympathy.

8. It is better to use communicative method to teach these language functions.

9. The teacher can present different tragic and comic stories in the classroom.

10. Newspapers and magazine also helps to these language functions in the

classroom.
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APPPENDIX I

S.N Highly formal forms of Condolence in
Nepali

Frequency of
Occurrence(F)

Percentage
(%)

1 Exponents Used among Friends
i. o; b'Mvt 38Ldf eujfgn] w}o{ wf/0f ug{ zlQm k|bfg
u?g .
k. eujfgn] lk8f ;xg ;Sg] Ifdtf k|bfg u?g .
n. o; bM'vb 38Ldf eujfgn] ;fy lbg]5g\ .

4
2
3

0.7
0.3
0.5

2 Exponents Used for the loss of pets
d. o; 36gfn] dnfO{ ddf{lxt agfof] .
g. k|s[tLsf] lgod eGbf aflx/ sf]xL klg hfg ;Sb}g .
j. s's'/sf] cfTdfn] zflGt kfcf];\ .

1
9
2

0.2
1.5
0.3

3 Exponents Used among Friends
a. tkfO{sf] efOsf] cfTdfn] zflGt kfcf];\

8 1.3

4 Exponents Used among Neighbours
a. pxfFsf] :ju{df jf; xf];\ .
c. cfkm}n] cfkm'nfO{ sdhf]/ gjgfpg'xf]; . cfkm'nfO{
;dfNg'xf];\
d. xh'/sf] lktf k|tL d]/f] ;dj]bgf 5 .
e. ;fx|} b'Mvb 36gf 36]5 . dnfO{ o;n] b'MvLt jgfof] .
f. xh'/sf] lktf k|tL xflb{s ;dj]bgf JoSt ub{5' .
g. o; b'Mvb 38Ldf O{:j/ ;Fu k|fygf ub{5' .
h. lrGtf gu/L x/Lsf] gfd hKg'xf]; .
k. c;n l5d]sLsf] d[To'n] xfdL ;f]s dUg 5f} .

1
6
6
7
15
7
3
4

0.2
1
1

1.2
2.5
1.2
0.5
0.7

5 Exponents Used among Friends
i. o; b'MMvb 3l8df O{:j/sf] ;xof]u u?g .

1 0.2

6 f. afj'nfO{ k/d]Zj/n] w}o{ wf/0f ug]{ zlQm k|bfg u?g .
k. pxfFnfO{ zflGt ldnf];\ .

7
7

1.7
1.7

7 Exponents Used for diplomats
a. k|wfgdGqLHo"nfO{ O{:j/n] w}o{wf/0f ug]{ zlSt k|bfg
u?g .
b. k|wfgdGqLHo"sf] 5f]/fsf] d[To'n] d ddf{lxt ePsf] 5' .
c. ;Ddfglgo k|wfgdGqLHo"sf] 5f]/fsf] d[To'sf] cj;/df
xflb{s ;dj]bgf JoSt ub{5' .
d. k|wfgdGqL Ho"sf] 5f]/f]sf] d[t cfTdfsf] lr/ zflGtsf]
sfdgf ub{5' .
e. o; b'Mvb 38Ldf d k|wfgdGqLHo"nfO{ xflb{s ;dj]bgf
ub{5' .
f. o; b'Mvb 38Ldf d k|wfgdGqL Ho"sf] 5f]/f k|lt
;dj]bgf JoSt ub{5' .

1
6

8
5
7
3

0.2
1

1.3
1.8
1.2
0.5

8 Exponents Used among Relatives
d. HjfO{sf] cfTdfsf] lr/zflGtsf] sfdgf ub{5' .
h. HjfO{sf] :ju{df jf; xf];\ .

12
3

2
0.5
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9 Exponents Used in student – teacher
relationship
a.;/ Û xh'/sf] 5f]/Lsf] 36gfn] dnfO{ b'MvLt agfPsf] 5 .
b.xh'/sf] 5f]/Lsf] cfTdfsf] lr/ zflGtsf] sfdgf ub{5' .
c.xh'/nfO{ O{Zj/n] w}o{ wf/0f ug{ ;Sg] zlQm k|bfg u?g\ .
d.;/ Û xh'/nfO{ xflb{s ;dj]bgf JoQm ub{5' .
e.;/ Û lrGtf glng'xf];\ xfdL klg xh'/sf 5f]/f, 5f]/L g}
xf} .
g. pgnfO{ zflGt ldnf];\, xh'/nfO{ w}o wf/0f ug{] zlQm
ldnf];\ .

1

5
5

4
10
11

0.2

0.8
0.8

0.7
0.7
0.8

Total 160 27
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APPENDIX II

SN Temperate  Forms of condolence in English Frequency %
1 Exponents Used among Friends

a. w}o{ u/! eujfgdf ljZjf; u/ .
b. ldq dgyfd / ;xh xf]pm .
c. ltd|f] cfdfsf] cfTdfsf] lr/ zflGtsf] sfdgf ub{5' .
d. ltd|f] cfdfsf] d[To'n] dnfO w/} b'MvL jgfof] .
e. tkfOsf] cfdfsf] cfTdfn] zflGt kfcf];\ .
f. Df ltd|f] cfdf k|tL ;Dfj]bgf JoQm ub{5' .
g. Df ltd|f] cfdfsf] lgwg k|lt b'Mv JoQm ub{5' .
h. ;fx|} g/fd|f] 36gf 36\of] b'Mv gdfg
j. b'Mv gdfg, d[TonfO{ h;}n] /f]Sg ;Sb}g .
l. k|s[tLsf] lgod} o:t} 5, eujfg;Fu k|fy{gf u/ .

2
2
1
1
12
5
2
10
6
3

0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
2

0.8
0.3
0.7
1

0.5

2 Exponents Used for the Loss of Pets
a) cj lrGtf gu/, cj csf]{/fd|f] s's'/ lsGg' k5{ .
b) ltd|f] s's'/sf] :ju{df jf; xf]; .
c) ltd|f] s's'/ d/]sf]df dnfO{ b'Mv nfu]sf] 5 .
e) c;n j:t'nfO{ b}jn] rf8} n}hfG5 . b'Mv gdfg
i) Kof/f] j:t' e'Ng ufx|f] x'G5 t/ e'Ng] sf]lz; u/ .

4
3
5
2
7

0.7
0.5
0.8
0.3
0.2

3 Exponents Used among Friends
b) b}jsf] OR5fnfO{ s;}n] 6fg{ ;Sb}g . O{Zj/;Fu k|fygf u/ .
d) ltd|f] efOsf] d[To'n] d]/f] dgdf ulx/f] b'Mv k'¥ofPsf] 5 .
i) o;  36gfn] dnfO{ cToGt b'MvLt agfPsf] 5 .
j) ltd|f] kl/jf/ k|lt d]/f] ;Dfj]bgf 5 .

12
7
8
5

2
1.2
1.3
0.8

4 Exponents Used among Neighbours
b) o:tf] cj:yfdf cfkm'n] cfkm}nfO{ ;dfNg' k5{ .
i) eujfgsf] OR5f g} o:t} /x]5 .

3
2

0.5
0.3

5 Exponents Used among Friends
a) ;fx|} b'Mv nfUof], s;/L o:tf] eof] <
b) alxgLsf] d[To' k|lt b'Mv JoSt ub{5' .
d) h]x'g' lyof] ToxL ef] . kl/jf/nfO{ ;Demfpg] k|of; u/ .
e) pgsf] cflTds zl//n] xfdLnfO{ ;'v lbcf]; .
f) b}jsf] cfFvf ;w} c;n dflg;df kbf]{/x]5 .
k) ltd|f] kl/jf/ k|lt d]/f] ;dj]bgf 5 of/ Û

3
6
4
5
3
6

0.5
1

0.7
0.8
0.5
1

6 a) afa' ltdL lrGtf gu/ . o:t} xf] hLjgsf] s'g} e/f];f x'Fb}g .
b) afa' Û cfkm}n] cfkm}nfO{ lg/f; gjgfpm .
c) afa' Û h] x'g' eof] afafnfO{ x]]/]/ lrQ a'emfp .
d) ltd|f] cfdfsf] :ju{df jf; xf]; elg eujfg;Fu k|fy{gf ub{5' .
g) afj', h:tf] ;'s} kl/l:yltsf] klg ;fdgf ug}{ k5{ Û
i) afj' lrGtf gu/ ltdL;Fu xfdL klg 5f} .
j) afj' lk/ gdfg, ltdLn] cfdfsf] ;kgf k'/f ug'{k5{ .

3
6
4
5
3
14
6

0.5
1

0.7
0.8
0.5
0.3
1

8 Exponents Used among Relatives
b) o; b'Mvb 38Ldf O{Zj/n] ltdLnfO{ w}o{tfsf ;fy jfFRg ;Sg] Ifdtf k|bfg u?g\
d) HjfO{sf] cfTdfsf] lr/zflGtsf] sfdgf ub{5' .
e) 5f]/L Û lrGtf gu/ ltdL;Fu xfdL 5f}+ .
f) 5f]/L, cfkm}n] cfkm}nfO{ sdhf]/ gjgfp .

5
12
18
2

0.8
2
3

0.3
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9 Exponents Used in student – teacher  relationship
f) o; vj/n] dnfO{ ;f]sfs'n agfPsf] 5 .

24 4

10 Reply of Condolence
a) wGojfb, k|s[ltsf] lgod} o:t} 5 .
d) v';L nfUof] . ltdLnfO{ wGojfb .
f) ltd|f] ;dj]bgf k|lt d cfef/L 5' .

2
3
5

0.3
0.5
0.8

Total 285 43
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APPENDIX III

SN Quite Informal Forms of Condolence in Nepali F %
1 Exponents Used among Friends

m) t]/f] cfdfsf] :ju{df jf; xf]; .
o) 36gf ;'g]/ ;fx|} b'Mv nfUof] .

2
5

0.3
0.8

2 Exponents Used for the loss of pets
h) ;+;f/df dfG5] t dlx/x]sf 5g\, hfjf] s's'/sf] lk/ gu/ .
l) b'Mv gdfg
k) ;fx|} g/fd|f] eof] . b'MMv nfUof] .
f) ;+;f/ o:t} 5 . lk/ gu/ .

5
4
2
10

0.8
0.7
0.3
0.7

3 Exponents Used among Friends
c) s:tf] g/fd|f] 36gf eP5 Û
f) w}o{ u/ ;+;f/sf] lnnf g} o:t} 5 .
g) ;fx|} g/fd|f] 36gf 36\of] cfkm'nfO{ ;dfn .

6
7
8

1
1.2
1.3

4 Exponents Used among Neighbours
j) cj t xfd|f] bflxg] xft g} efFlrof] .

1 0.2

5 Exponents Used among Friends
c) ;fx|} b'Mvb vj/ kf] ;'Gg' k¥of] t Û
g) ;j} dflg; d/0fzLn x'g lrGtf gu/ .
h) cfkmGt;Fu} hfg ;lsb}g w}o{ u/ .
i) s:tf] ;+;f/ /fd|f] km'n t km'Ng} gx'g] Û
j) s:tf] g/fd|f] ;dfrf/ ;'gfof}+ of/ Û

3
5
5
4
3

0.5
0.8
0.8
0.7
0.5

6 e) jjf{b eP5 afj' Û
h) w]/} b'Mv nfUof] . d]/f] ;dj]bgf 5 .

2
7

0.3
0.2

8 Exponents Used among Relatives
a) 5f]/L lk/ gu/ lhGbuL o:t} xf] .

2 0.3

10 Reply of Condolence
b) l7s} 5 . lk/ u/]/ s] ug]{ .
c) s] ug]{ o;/L g} lrQ aemfpg' k¥of]{ .
e) ;Dfj]bgf sf] nflu wGojfb

2
45
3

0.3
7.5
0.5

Total 133 22
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APPENDIX IV

SN Highly Formal Forms of Compliments in Nepali F %

2 Exponents Used among Friends
c) tkfO{n] ;fx|} /fd|f] sk8f lsGg' eP5 .
e) of] sk8f k|tL d cfsifL{t 5' .

6
9

0.9
0.7

5 Exponents Used among Children and Parents
a) wGojfb jfjf d]/f] OR5f k'/f ul/lbg'ePsf]df .
b) d]/f] j'jf 5f]/fs]f OR5fnfO{ /fd|/L j'‰g'x'G5 .
d) ;a}n] d]/f] h:tf] j'jf kfpg\ .
e) d]/f] j'jfn] dnfO{ w]/} dfof ug'{x'G5 .
g) j'jf Û xh'/ dfxfg x'g'x'G5 .

6
4
4
6
9

0.9
0.6
0.6
0.9
1.7

7 Exponents Used among Staff and Boss
a) Yofª\So" ;/ Û /fd|f] kmn lbg'ePsf]df .
b) wgojfb ;/ Û of] km'n ;fx|} /fd|f] 5 .
c) wGojfb ;/ Û d s[t1 5' .
e) wGojfb ;/, ;/ cflv/ dxfg x'g'x'G5 .
f) ;/ t clt g} c;n x'g'x'G5 .
g) olt /fd|f] km'n lbg'ePsf]df d cfef/L 5' .
h) wGojfb ;/, d}n] o;/L g} ;/sf] dfof kfO/x'F .
i) xh'/sf xftjf6 of] k'ik kfPsf]df d xh'/ k|lt s[t1 5' .

7
9
3
10
8
8
5
1

1.6
1.7
0.5
1.5
1.2
1.2
0.8
0.2

8 Exponents Used among Relatives
c) lbbL xh'/ dxfg lrqsf/ x'g'x'G5 .

9 1.7

Total: 102 16
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APPENDIX V

SN Temperate Forms of Compliments in Nepali F %

1 Exponents Used among Friends
a) ltd|f] :j/ cToGt ld7f] 5 .
b) ltd|f] :j/sf] hlt tfl/km u/]klg sd x'G5 .
d) ltd|f] k|z+;f ug{ d ;uF zAb g} 5}g .
e) ufos t ltdL h:t} x'g'k5{ Û
h) ltd|f], :j/ t sf]OnLsf] h:tf] 5 .
j) ;fRr} ltdL t :j/ ;d|f6 g} /x]5f} .

13
6
1
2
3
5

2
0.9
0.2
0.3
0.5
0.8

2 Exponents Used among Friends
a) ltdL t w]/} /fd|f] b]vLG5f}{ of/ .
b) ltd|f] JolQmTj cltg} cfsif{s b]vLPsf] 5 .
g) ltdL lx/f] b]vLPsf 5f} .
m) Sof :df6{ b]vLPsf 5}g of/ Û

4
5
4
2

0.6
0.8
0.6
0.3

3 Exponents Used  among Husbbands and wives
b) lk|o Û ;fx|} ld7f] k|xf/ kf] u¥of} t Û
c) 8fln{ª Û ltd|f] k|xf/n] t cGt/fli6«o v]nf8L kgL xf/ vfG5 .
d) /fd|f] k\xf/ Û ltdLdf k|tLef 5 .
e) s] xf] /fgL < v'j /fd|f] k\xf/ u¥of}{ gL Û
f) ltdLn] t crDd} kf] u¥of} t Û
g) d}of Û Sof ;6 xfGof} Û
k) ltdL t ;fRr} /fd|f] v]nf8L xf} Û

3
1
2
4
12
4
6

0.5
0.2
0.3
0.6
1.8
0.6
0.9

4 Exponents Used among Friends
a) slt /fd|f] ;6{ lsg]5f} Û
b) of] ;6{n] jx't ;'xfPsf] 5 .
d) of] ;6{ dnfO{ cf;fWo} /fd|f] nfUof] .
e) of] ;6{ r6Ss ldn]sf] 5 .
i) ltd\f] ;6{ ;+;f/df ;a}eGbf /fd|f] 5 .
j) of] ;6{n] ltd|f] OHht g} j9fp5 .

4
6
4
3
7
5

0.6
0.9
0.6
0.5
1.6
0.8

5 Exponents Used among Children and Parents
h) dfO 8\of8 Û cfh d w]/} v':fL 5' .
j) j'jf x'g t d]/f] h:tf] Û

7
7

1.1
1.1

6 Exponents Used among Relatives
c) d]/f] efO /fd|f] elnjn v]nf8L xf] .
e) clxn] r} d]/f] klg lrQ a'‰of] .
h) jwfO{ 5 Û v]n /fd|f] v]ns]fdf .
i) sfG5f o:t} ;kmntf k|fKt ub}{ hfp .
k) efO ltdL /fd|f] v]nf8L jG5f} .

6
5
3
5
3

0.9
0.8
0.5
0.8
0.5

7 Exponents Used among Staff and Boss
d) wGo ;/ stL /fd|f] km'n Û

5 0.8

8 Exponents Used among Relatives
b) lbbLsf] lrq w]/} /fd|f] 5 .
e) lrq w]/} /fdf] 5 . of] k|b{zgLdf nfg'k5{ .
f) lbbL of] lrq k|z+;gLo 5 .

10
6
4

1.5
0.9
0.6

9 d) jwfO{ 5 ;xL sfdsf] ;xL d"NofÍg eof] .
f) o;j]nf d otL v';L 5' Û of] JoQm ug]{ ;Fu zAb g} 5}g .

9
9

1.7
1.7
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10 Exponents Used among adult and Children
d) 5f]/f x'g' t o:tf] kf] Û
e) ;fx|} OdfGbf/, slxNo} gl/;fpg] Û
f) ltd|f] 5f]/f t 5f]/f eGg nfos 5 .
g) of] jfj' t stL 1fgL 5 Û

2
1
3
2

0.3
0.3
0.2
0.5
0.3

11 a) ltd|f] of] sf]7f t :ju{ h:t} 5 of/ Û
b) s:tf] /fd|f] ;hfj6 Û
e) sf]7f e]gs]f t o:tf] kf] x'g'k5{ Û
f) sf]7fsf] ;hfj6 t dfGg} k5{ Û
g) ltdLn] ;fdfgx? slt ldnfP/ /fv]s]f Û
h) s:tf] zfGt sf]7f Û
i) ltd|f] sf]7f dnfO{ dgk¥of] .
k) sf]7f t uHhj /x]5 .

4
6
9
3
4
4
8
8

0.6
0.9
1.7
0.5
0.6
0.6
1.2
1.2

Total 241 37
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APPENDIX VI

SN Quite Informal Forms of Compliments in Nepali F %
1 Exponents Used among Friends

c) cfxf] Û stL /fd|f] uLt ufPsf] Û
f) :j/ t rf]6\6] /x]5 Û
g) Sof :j/ 5 ltd|f] Û
i) s:tf] ;'dw'/ :j/ Û
k) jf Û jf Û :j/ t 5 of/ Û
l) jf Û jf Û cem} Ps k6s Û
n) t]/]f :j/ t bfdL 5 Û

2
2
3
3
8
8
3

0.3
0.3
0.5
0.5
1.2
1.2
0.5

2 Exponents Used among Friends
d) sxfF lsg]sf] < w]/} /d|f] 5 of/ Û
f) s:tf] /fd|f] ;'xfPsf] Û
h) s:tf] ;'Gb/ b]vLPsf] .
j) s:tf] ;'Gb/ b]vLPsf] <
k) of] t JolQmTj emNsg] sk8f /}5 of/ Û
l) Rjfs 5 of/ Û

14
3
3
3
7
5

2.1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.8

3 Exponents Used among Husband and Wives
a) Sof uhjsf] kxf/ Û :jf:gL t d]/{} xf] gL Û
h) sfnL Û km]/L csf]{ k|xf/ u/ g Û
i) :jf:gL s:sL <
j) jxf Û :jf:gL < s:tf] /fd|f] k|xf/ u/L;\ Û
l) v]n t o:tf] kf] x'G5 Û

13
3
2
3
7

2
0.5
0.3
0.5
1.1

4 Exponents Used among Friends
c) SofbfdL ;6{ Û sxfF lsg]sf] <
f) t]/f] 5gf}6nfO{ t dfGg} k5{ Û
g) jwfO{ 5 Û /fd|\f] ;6{ lsg]sf]df .
h) cfxf Û slt /fd|f] ;6{ <
k) ;6{ lsGg' t o:tf] kf] Û

6
11
2
6
6

0.7
1.7
0.3
0.9
0.9

5 Exponents Used among Children and Parents
c) jfx 8\of8 Û d}n] eg] h:tf] lsgLlbg'eP5 . 8\of8 s:sf] lg Û
f) cf]xf] Û slt /fd|f] df]6/;fOsn Û

12
5

1.8
0.8

6 Exponents Used among Relatives
a) efO t}n] w]/} /fd|f] v]ln; Û
b) tn} o:tf] kb{zg hf/L /fVg; k5{ .
d) slt /fd|f] v]n]sf] Û
f) :jfjf; Û cem /fd\f] u/];\ .
g) cflv/ efO{ s:sf] Û
j) cflv/, c;n efO{ 7xl/; .

8
2
1
11
13
3

1.2
0.3
0.2
1.7
2

0.5

8 Exponents Used among Relatives
a) cfxf Û lbbL slt /fd|f] lrq Û
d) cflv/ lbbL s:sf] Û
g) jxf lbbL Û jfxf Û

17
9
4

2.6
1.4
0.6

9 a) jwfO{ 5 of/  Û
b) tF 7"nf] dfG5] eO; of/ Û
c) jwfO 5 of/ kfl6{ r} slxn] lg Û
e) t]/f] j9'jf k|tL d v';L 5 .
i) jwfO 5 Û jNn t]/f] OdGbf/Ltfsf] sb/ ef] .

17
1
19
4
6

2.6
0.2
2.9
0.6
0.9
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10 Exponents Used among adult and Children
a) :ofjf; Û cem} kl/>d ul/;\ eg] cem /fd|f] x'G5
b) slt /fd|f] jRrf Û
c) 5f]/f] t ;fx|} ;'Gb/ 5 .
h) t]/f] 5f]/f] t dxfg 5 .
i) 5f]/f] t e]gh:tf] 5 of/ Û
j) slt /fd|f] rGb|df h:tf] Û

1
24
21
30
2
1

0.2
3.6
3.5
4.5
0.3
0.2

11 c) jxf Û s:tf] ldn]sf] Û dg} k\km'Nn x'g] Û
d) cfxfÛ s:tf] cf/dbfoL sf]7f Û
j) o:tf] sf]7f eP kf] Û

3
4
7

0.5
0.6
1.1

Total 307 47
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APPENDIX VII

SN Highly Formal Forms  of Sympathy in Nepali F %
3 Exponents Used among Neighbours

a) lk/ gug{‘xf];\ d tkfO{nfO{ ;Sbf] ;xof]u u5'{ .
h) lrGtf gug{‘xf];\ xfdL ;xof]u ug{ tof/ 5f} .

12
7

2.2
1.3

6 Exponents Used among Teachers- students
l) s[kof o;nfO{ ;fdfGo ¿kdf lngxf]nf .

11 2.1

Total 30 6
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APPENDIX VIII

SN Temperate Forms of Sympathy  in Nepali F %
1 Exponents Used among Friends

a) cj csf]{ s's'/ lsGg' k5{ .
d) cj Tof] 8«fOe/nfO{ ph'/ xfNg' k5{ .
g) lk/ gdfg d csf]{ s's'/ lsGg ;xof]u u5'{ .
j) h] ePklg s's'/ sf] klg t Hofg xf] . To; 8«fOe/nfO{ 5f]8\g' x'Fb}g .
k) o;nfO{ ;fdfGo ?kdf lng' .
l) s's'/ d]/]sf] ltdLnfO{ ;xfg'e'tL 5 .

1
3
2
3
4
1

0.2
0.6
0.4
0.6
0.7
0.2

2 Exponents Used among Friends
a) lk/ gu/ d ltldnfO{ ;Sbf] ;xof]u u5'{
d) ;DkQL dfq} s]xL xf]Og Hofg jRof] To;}df v';L x'g'k5{ .
e) o:tf] cj:yfdf d h'g;'s} ;xof]u ug{ tof/ 5' .
f) k|fs[lts ljktLdf lk/ ug'{ x'b}g .
g) o:tf] ljkQLdf w}o{wf/0f ug'{ k5{ .
h) lrGtf gu/, xfdL ;xof]u ug{ tof/ 5f} .
i) w}o{ u/, ;DkQL t km]/L sdfpg ;lsG5  .
j) lk/ gu/ ;fyL, Kf|fs[lts ljktLnfO{ s;}n] /f]Sg ;Sb}g .
k) gcflQp h'g cfuf]n] kf]Nof] To;n] cjZo ;]S5 .
l) b'Mv gdfg ltdL xfdL ;Fu} 5f} .

12
12
20
1
1
7
1
1
1
1

2.2
2.2
3.7
0.2
0.2
1.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

3 Exponents Used among Neighbours
b) cln ;f]r]/ sfd ug'{ k5{ . cem} klg d ;xof]u u5{' .
c) d ;Fu} w]/} t 5}g . clnstL ;xof]u u5'{ .
g) l7s} 5 ljt]s]f s'/fdf lrGtf gu/ d ;xof]u u/f}nf .

3
2
12

0.6
0.4
2.2

4 Exponents Used among Teacher -students
a) csf]{ k6s ;kmn x'G5f} lsgsL c;kmntf g} ;kmntfsf] k|lts xf] .
b) km]/L k|of; u/ cjZo ;kmn x'G5f} .
c) Km]n x'g'g} km/L /fd|/L kf; x'g' xf] .
d) 3f]8f r8\g] n8\5 . b'Mv gdfg .
h) lk/ gu/ hf] jf6f]df lx8\5 p;}nfO{ 7]; nfU5 .
i) o; k6s o:t} eof] eg]/ d]xg]t ug]{{ 5f8\g' x'b}g .

30
4
3
7
3
3

5.6
0.7
0.6
1.3
0.6
0.6

5 Exponents Used among Friends
a) dnfO{ ltd|f] s'/fn] ulDe/ jgfof] .
b) cj k|x/LnfO{ vj/ ug'{ k5{ , cjZo e]l6G5
d) lk/ gdfg e]lxfN5 lg Û
e) df]6/;fOsn k'/fg} lyof] cj gofF lsGg' k5{
g) vf]hL ug'{ k5{ clxn] d]/f] rnfpFb} u/ .
h) ;a]lt/ vf]Hff}, cjZo e]l6G5 .

1
8
16
1
12
6

0.2
1.5
3.0
0.2
2.2
1.1

6 Exponents Used among Relatives
a) h]x'g e} uf] cj of] k6s /fd|f] ePg eg] csf]{ k6s /fd|f] ug'{k5{ .
b) cj csf]{ kl/Ifdf /fd|f] snd k|of]u ug'{k5{ .
e) hlxn] klg Pp6f kmfN6' snd jf]Sg'k5{ .
f) kl/Iff cjZo /fd|f] x'G5 .
g) of] h] ePklg c? kl/Iffdf /fd|]f ug'{ .
h) of] k/LIff clGtd xf]Og, clGtd k/LIfffdf @ j6f snd nUg' k5{ .
i) ljt]s]f s'/f g;Dem . csf]{ kl/Iffdf /fd|f] u/ .
k) b'Mv gdfg ltd|f] Ifdtf lyof] t/ ;don] ;fy lbPg

11
6
1
2
4
1
4
7

2.0
1.1
0.2
0.4
0.7
0.2
0.7
1.3
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7 Exponents Used among Relatives
i) w]/} l7Ss gkf/ .

4 0.7

8 a) v]ndf xf/lht t ;fdfGo s'/f] xf] .
b) lrGtf gu/L km]l/ v]n] lhltxfN5f} lg Û
d) /fd|f] v]n csf]{ k6s cjZo lhT5f} .
e) c;kntf g} ;kmntfsf] s8L xf] .
f) xf/] klg /fd|f] v]Nof} . of] g} 7"nf] s'/f xf] .
h) xf/]klg lxhf] ltdLn] /fd|f] k|xf/ u¥of} .
j) ;w} lht]sf] xf] . cfh dfq t xf] xf/]sf] .

18
4
4
3
5
8
2

3.3
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.9
1.5
0.4

9 a) lk/ gu/ d ltdLnfO{ ;xof]u u5'[{ .
b) o;nfO{ 5f]l8b]p, cj ;fjwfgL ckgfp .
c) lrGtf gu/ e]l6g ;S5 .
e) n lx8 Psl5g vf]hf} .

3
7
8
15

0.6
1.3
1.5
2.8

Total 283 52
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APPENDIX IX

SN Quite Informal Forms of Sympathy  in Nepali F %
1 Exponents Used among Friends

b) b'Mv nfUof] of/ Û
c) lk/ gu/ of/ Û csf]{ lsg]/ kfNg' k5{ .
e) wo{ u/]/ csf]{ s's/ lsGg' k5{ .
f) vtd eP5 . o:tf] gx'g' k¥yf]{ .
h) cxf] Û ;fx|} /fd|f] s's'/ kf] d/]5 t Û
i) lj;{g] k|of; u/ .

3
31
5
2
4
1

0.6
5.7
0.9
0.4
0.7
0.2

2 Exponents Used among Friends
b) s:tf] bM'vt ;dfrf/ Û
c) ;j{gf;} eof] Û s] ug'{ yfd]/ ;lsb}g .

1
1

0.2
0.2

3 Exponents Used among Neighbours
d) gu/ eg]]sf] dflgg;+\ . cj lk/ gu/ .
f) x]/ cfkm'nfO{ bvn gePsf] 7fpdf nufgL ug'{ x'b}g .
i) eGbf eGb} nufgL u/L;\ cj lk/ gu/ rflxg] hlt k};f n}}hf
j) a]nfdf xf]; u/]gf} km;{bdf k5'tfP/ s] ug'{ Û

5
8
6
5

0.9
1.5
1.1
0.9

4 Exponents Used among Teacher -students
e) lsg lrGtf u5{; d]xg]t ul/; eg] ssf]{ k6s kf; eOG5 .
f) lk/ gu/L km]/L /fd|/L k9 .
g) lg/fz geO{ cj csf]{ jif{sf] nfuL tof/ u/ .

2
2
6

0.4
0.4
1.1

5 Exponents Used among Friends
c) b'Mv gdfg cj csf]{ lsGg' k5{
f) Rff]/sf] cuf8L s:sf] g} s] nfUg 5 / Û

16
15

3.0
2.8

6 Exponents Used among Relatives
c) lk/ gu/, kl/Iff lju|]sf] 5}g xf]nf .
d) vtd} eP5 Û cj csf]{ kl/Iff /fd|f] u/ .

6
7

1.1
1.3

7 Exponents Used among Relatives
a) dnfO{ t]/f] ;xfg'e"tL rflxb}g
b) t/ w]/} hfGg] gxf] .
c) w]/} gs/f . oxfF cfkm'nfO{ s:tf] ;fx|f] kl//x]5 .
d) tF oxfF jf6 v'?Ss jflx/ hf .
e) dnfO{, ;xfg'e'tL xf]Og cf}ifwL rflxPsf] 5 .
f) s] xf] ;xfg'e'tL <
g) r'knfu s]xL ePsf] 5}g .
h) jl9 hfGg] gx'g' lg Û
j) tF ePsf] eP yfxf kfply;\ .
k) jf7f] gxf] .

9
4
5
3

12
2
3
8
7
3

1.7
0.7
0.9
0.6
2.2
0.4
0.6
1.5
1.3
0.6

8 c) lxDt u/ , xf/ g} lhtsf] ;+s]t xf] .
g) cln jl9 cEof;sf] cfjZostf k¥of] of/ Û
i) ;w} lht]sf] xf] . cfh dfq t xf] xf/]sf] .

11
5
2

2.0
0.9
0.4

9 d) b'Mv gdfg . k];f km]/L klg sdfpg ;lsG5 .
g) k'ln;df vj/ ubf{ e]l6OxfN5 ls Û
h) slt rflxPsf] 5 k}zf d lbG5' .
i) jjf{b eof] Û cj xf]l;of/ x'g' k5{ .
k) lk/ gu/ s'–;dodf o:tf] x'G5 .

7
3
4
4
2

1.3
0.6
0.7
0.7
0.4

Total 227 42
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Appendix X

SN Highly Formal forms of Condolence in English F %
1 Exponents Used among Friends

a)  I’m sorry about your mother.
10 5

b)  I’m really sorry to hear that. 1 0.5
c)  I’m very sorry for your loss. 4 2
e)  I’m really sorry to see you in this situation. 1 0.5

2 Exponents Used for the Loss Pets
a) I’m sorry about your dog.

3 1.5

3 Exponents Used among Friends
a)   I’m very sad and surprised that your brother passed away.

12 6

b) I must express my condolence in this situation. 1 0.5
c) I want to express heartfelt condolence to you. 3 1.5

4 Exponents Used among Neighbours
a) .   Let me offer my condolences.

3 1.5

e) The departed souls will rest in heaven. 3 1.5
f) The god will provide energy to face this situation 2

5 Exponents Used among Friends
b.   I’m very sorry.

1 0.5

d.   I’m extremely sorry to hear about your sister. 4 2
e.   Please, accept my deepest condolence. 2 1

6 a.   I was extremely sad to hear about your mother’s 3 1.5
b.   I’m shocked and so sorry to learn of your mother passing. 5 2.5
c.   My most heartfelt condolence to you. 6 3
d.   I’m shocked to have learnt the sad news. 3 1.5
e.   It is with great sorrow that I received the sad news. 3 1.5

7 Exponents Used for Diplomats
a.   I’d like to express my deepest and heartfelt condolence.

12 6

b.   May god favour you in this grief! 1 0.5
8 Exponents Used among Relatives

e.   My deepest condolence for you.
1 0.5

f.   I’m terribly sorry about your loss. 1 0.5
9 Exponents Used for Teachers

a.   I’d like to express my deepest and sincere condolence.
8 4

b.   I’m sorry to hear about your loss. 2 1
d.   My deepest condolences for daughter’s loss. 1 0.5
e.    May her soul rest in the heaven. 1 0.5

10 a.   Yes, I feel sad but don’t want to talk about it. 1 0.5
Total 98 49
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APPENDIX XI
SN Temperate Forms of Condolence in English F %
2 Exponents Used for the Loss Pets

d. It’s very bad news.
1 0.5

f.   It’s too bad. 1 0.5
3 Exponents Used among Friends

e.   I heard the terrible news. It’s such a shock.
1 0.5

4 Exponents Used among Neighbours
b.   Let me tell you how sorry I am to hear about your
father.

3 1.5

c.   What a terrible thing happen to you! 4 2
5 Exponents Used among Friends

a.   She was lovely person. It’s so sad.
4 2

f.   I’m saddened by loss. 3 0.5
9 Exponents Used for Teachers

c.   It’s a very difficult time for you, I wish you to keep
strong.

2 1

10 b.   Let’s not talk about it. 7 3.5
f.   I don’t need your condolence. 3 1.5
g.   I don’t like such condolence 4 2

Total 49 25
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APPENDIX XII
SN Quite Informal Forms of Condolence in English F %
1 Exponents Used among Friends

d.   Very sorry about your mom.
1 0.5

f.   Sorry to know about it. 1 0.5
2 Exponents Used for the Loss Pets

b.   Sorry to hear about your dog.
12 6

c.   Sorry to hear that your little puppy died. 2 1
e.   Your Tom is still alive 1 0.5

3 Exponents Used among Friends
d.   Pretty hard to bear it.

3 1.5

f.   Sorry about your brother. 2 1
4 Exponents Used among Neighbours

d.   Wow! How it happened?
6 3

8 Exponents Used among Relatives
b.   So sad to hear.

2 1

10 c.   Don’t feel sorry for me. 1 0.5
d.   Don’t give sorry for me. 1 0.5
e.   Oh! leave me alone. 1 0.5

Total 39 20
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APPENDIX XIII
SN Highly Formal forms of Compliments in English F %
2 Exponents Used among Friends

f.   I like this dress very much.
1 0.5

5 Exponents Used among Children and Parents
b.   It’s my great pleasure to get it dad!

4 1.8

6 Exponents Used Relatives
d.   I must compliment you on your game.

3 1.4

7 Exponents Used between Staff and Boss
a.   I’d like to compliment you on your flower

10 4.5

b.   Could I compliment you on your beautiful flower 5 2.3
d.   My compliment to you on this beautiful flower. 1 0.5

Total
24 11
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APPENDIX XIV

SN Temperate Forms of Compliments in English F %
1 Exponents Used among Friends

c.   Can you sing it again?
4 1.8

d.   You’ve got great voice. I love that. 5 2.3
2 Exponents Used among Friends

a.   You look great!
4 1.8

b.   You look really cute on it. 2 0.9
d.   You look lovely! 6 2.7

3 Exponents Used among Husbands and wives
c.   I had already thought of it.

1 0.5

4 Exponents Used among Friends
a.   That looks great!

3 1.4

b.   I love that shirt! 3 1.4
c.   I like the colour. 1 0.5
e.   What a lovely shirt! 8
f.   How nice you look tonight! 4 1.8

5 Exponents Used among Children and Parents
a.   Thank you very much dad!

1 0.5

7 Exponents Used between Staff and Boss
e.   It’s beautiful! Thank you.

2 0.9

8 Exponents Used among Relatives
b. That’s look great!

3 1.4

c.   That’s really good! 3 1.4
d.   God gifted it to you! 1 0.5
c.   That’s nice! 4 1.8

9 b.   It is a great success. 8 3.6
10 Exponents Used among Adults and Children

c.   She’s lovely!
3 1.4

e.   She’s beautiful! 13 5.9
11 b.   It’s lovely 7 3.1

e.   I love the colours 1 0.5
Total 87 40
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APPENDIX XV
SN Quite Informal Forms of Compliments in English F %
1 Exponents Used among Friends

a.   Great!
1 0.5

b.   Nice song! 4 1.8
e.   What a nice song! 5 2.3
f.   What a sweet voice! 1 0.5

2 Exponents Used among Friends

c. Wow! you look nice like that!
5 2.3

e.   What a nice coat! 2 0.9
3 Exponents Used among Husbands and wives

a.   Well done!
4 1.8

b.   Nice shot! 2 0.9
d.   Wow! Well played! 3 1.4
e. Wow! Good shoot! 2 0.9
f.   What a nice shot! 8 3.6

4 Exponents Used among Friends
d.   Nice shirt!

1 0.5

5 Exponents Used among Children and Parents
c.   Fantastic! It’s brilliant!

3 1.4

d.   Wow! Thanks dad! 3 1.4
e.   Great! Thanks! 2 0.9
f.   Wow! What a nice motorbike! 7 3.1

6 Exponents Used Relatives
a.   Well done!

2 0.9

b.   congratulation! 1 0.5
c.   Hurrey! You won! 2 0.9
e.   Great! 12 5.5

7 Exponents Used between Staff and Boss
c.   What a beautiful flower!

2 0.9

8 Exponents Used among Relatives
a.   Great picture!

6 2.7

f.   Well done! 3 1.4
9 a.    Well done! Congratulation! 12 5.5
10 Exponents Used among Adults and Children

a.   What a handsome baby!
1 0.1

b.   What a cute baby! 1 0.1
d.   Oh! Isn’t she cute! 2 0.9

11 c.   What a decorated room! 2 0.9
d.   What a beautiful room! 4 1.8
f.   Wow! That’s really nice! 2 0.9
g. Lovely! 1 0.5

Total 109 49
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APPENDIX XVI
SN Highly Formal forms of Sympathy in English F %
3 Exponents Used among Neighbours

f.    I would like to express……………………
1 0.6

7 Exponents Used among Relatives
e.   I shouldn’t have gone up it.

3 1.7

8 Exponents Used among Friends
d.   I’m very sorry to hear that you lost game.

1 0.6

9 Exponents Used among Friends
e.   It must be pretty rough on you.

4 2.2

Total 9 5
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APPENDIX XVII
SN Temperate Forms of Sympathy in English F %
1 Exponents Used among Friends

e.   It’s bad.
2 1.1

f.   I can imagine you feel bad. 9 5
2 Exponents Used among Friends

a.   That’s terrible! is there anything I can do?
9 5

e.   It’s too bad. 3 1.7
f.   oops! How’s that happened? 1 0.6

3 Exponents Used among Neighbours
b.   It’s bad situation.

6 3.3

e.   I’m sorry to hear that. 4 2.2
4 Exponents Used by Teachers

b.   Do you have a chance to re-take?
1 0.6

d. What are you going to do next? 2 1.1
f. Failure is the pillar of success. 2 1.1

5 Exponents Used among Friends
b.   How strange is it!

4 2.2

c.   Was it insured? 3 1.7
6 Exponents Used among Relatives

a.   How unlucky! Couldn’t you get another pen?
3 1.7

b.   That’s terrible luck! Didn’t you have another one? 4 2.2
e.   Perhaps, you lost a great opportunity. 2 1.1
f.   I can imagine you feel bad. 6 3.3

7 Exponents Used among Relatives
d.   It was my own stepped fault. Let’s make on.

2
1.1

f.   I don’t need your sympathy. 7 3.9
8 Exponents Used among Friends

a.   Never mind! You will win next time.
3

1.7
c.   I heard you lost the game. What happened? 4 2.2
f.   I sympathize with you. 2 1.1

9 b.   Let’s try! It may find somewhere there. 1 0.6
c.   Did you have much in it? 3 1.7
f.   That’s too bad. 4 2.2

Total 83 48.4
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APPENDIX XVIII
SN Quite Informal Forms of Sympathy in English F %
1 Exponents Used among Friends

a.   Oh! That’s awful!
1

0.6
b.   What a shame! 2 1.1
c.   Oh! How terrible! 2 1.1
d.   Sorry to hear that. 4 2.2

2 Exponents Used among Friends
b.   What a pity!

2
1.1

c.   Tough break can I help you? 1 0.6
d. Terrible! Can I help you? 4 2.2

0.0
3 Exponents Used among Neighbours

a.   Be more careful this time.
2

1.1
c.   Sorry to hear about it. But……….. 3 1.7

4 Exponents Used by Teachers
a.   Never mind. Try harder next time.

3
1.7

c.   Sorry to hear that you didn’t do well 4 2.2
e.   No matter! Labour hard later on. 1 0.6
g.   Better luck next time. 7 3.9

5 Exponents Used among Friends
a.   Oh no! What happened?

6
3.3

d.   Oh no! Where was it? How it happened? 3 1.7
e.   Terrible! 4 2.2

6 Exponents Used among Relatives
c.   Why didn’t you tell the invigilator?

2
1.1

d.   Oh that’s tough! 3 1.7
7 Exponents Used among Relatives

a.    Leave me alone.
1

0.6
b.   Never mind, I’m ok. 4 2.2
c.   Don’t worry. 3 1.7

8 Exponents Used among Relatives
b.   Better practice hard later on.

2
1.1

e.   Don’t be serious, better luck next time. 8 4.4
9 a.   Oh no! Did it have anything valuable in it? 4 2.2

d.   Sorry, may I help you? 5 2.8
Total 81 45
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Appendix XX

Dear Informants,

This questionnaire has been prepared to draw information for the research work

entitled “Condolence, Sympathy and Compliments in English and Nepali: A

Comparative Study.” In this set of questionnaire, my aim is to collect information for

comparing various exponents of condolence, sympathy and compliments in English

and Nepali.

I eagerly wait for your cooperation.

Sincerely Yours

Bhogendra Lamichhane

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR NATIVE SPEAKERS OF ENGLISH

Name:………………..

Age: ………………………

Sex:………………………

Nationality:…………………

Academic qualification:………………….

Occupation:……………………………

Email:……………………………..
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(i) Please make responses in the following situation using appropriate exponents

of condolence.

1. You are attending an acquaintances' mother’s funeral ceremony. You just

arrive and meet him/her just inside the door.

…………………………

2. Your best friend’s dog just died. He loved the dog deeply. You go to visit him

in his house.

…………………………………………………………………………………….

3. A friend of yours recently lost his brother in a motorcycle accident. You meet

his/her in the supermarket.

……………………………………………………………………………………..

4. Your neighbor just lost his father. How do you express your condolence?

……………………………………………………………………………………...

5. A friend of yours calls you and describes his/her sister’s death. How do you

express your condolence?

…………………………………………………………………………………….

6. Your son’s friend has just lost his mother and you meet on the road. How do

you express your condolence?

………………………………………………………………………………………

7. Your prime minister lost his son and you want to express your condolence

how do you express?

……………………………………………………………………………………..

8. Your sister in law recently lost her husband and how do you express your

heartfelt condolence?

……………………………………………………………………………………
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9. Imagine that you are the student of university and your professor lost his

daughter and you meet him at university for the first time.

…………………………………………………………………………………..

10. Your cat died, which you love most. Your friend comes and expresses his

condolence but you want to reject his condolence.

……………………………………………………………………………………

(ii) Please make responses in the following situation by using appropriate forms

of sympathy.

1. A friend of yours at office has just told you that his/her pet dog was hit by a

car and killed last night.

……………………………………………………………………………………..

2. You are talking with a friend. There was a fire in his apartment building. He

lost a lot of his things.

……………………………………………………………………………….

3. A friend calls you on the phone. He invested a lot of money in a phony oil

company and lost all of it, you advised him not to invest in it, but he ignored

your advice. Now he is borrowing some money.

……………………………………………………………………………….

4. One of your student  failed in exam.

………………………………………………………………………………………

5. One of your intimate friends causes you and say “I lost my motor-cycle

yesterday.”

……………………………………………………………………………………..

6. Your brother’s pen did not work while writing in examination. So that he

could not do well in the examination and he describes it.

……………………………………………………………………………………..

7. You fall from the ladder and your brother expresses sympathy but you do not

want to accept it.

…………………………………………………………………………………….
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8. One of your friends has lost game yesterday and you meet him at hotel.

………………………………………………………………………………………

9. Your friend lost his purse at super market.

…………………………………………………………………………………….

(iii) Please make responses in the following situation by using appropriate

exponents of compliments.

1. You are at a party. A friend has just finished singing a song.

…………………………………………………………………………

2. You are going out for dinner with friend, he/she is very dressed up and looks

very nice.

………………………………………………………………………………………

3. A husband and wife are playing golf together. The wife hits a long-iron shot

that lands two feet from the pin.

……………………………………………………………………………….

4. A friend of yours buys a nice shirt and you want to make a compliment.

………………………………………………………………………………

5. Your father brings you a motor- cycle that you like most.

………………………………………………………………………………….

6. Your brother wins the match.

…………………………………………………………………………………….

7. Your boss brings you a beautiful flower.

……………………………………………………………………………………Your

sister is drawing a picture and you want to make compliments.

………………………………………………………………………………….

8. Your friend gets promotion in his office.

……………………………………………………………………………………..

9. You want to make compliments for your friend’s small baby.

………………………………………………………………………………………

10. You want to make compliment for your friend’s living room.

……………………………………………………………………………………..

Thank you very much for your kind cooperation.
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Appendix XXI

Dear Informants,

This questionnaire has been prepared to draw information for the research work

entitled “Condolence, Sympathy and Compliments in English and Nepali: A

Comparative Study.” In this set of questionnaire, my aim is to collect

information for comparing various exponents of condolence, sympathy and

compliments in English and Nepali.

I eagerly wait for your cooperation.

Sincerely

Yours

Bhogendra Lamichhane


